





TOWN CLERK: JOAN READ - 446-2203
HOURS: Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
& 4:00 to 6:00 PM or by appointment
TAX COLLECTOR: CHARLOTTE H. PRATT - 847-3029
HOURS: Thursday 1 :00 to 3:00 PM or by appointment
TOWN OFFICE: 446-3326 FAX 446-7770
Monday 7 PM to Close of Business - SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Wednesday 10:30 AM to 2:30 PM Secretary available
STODDARD RECYCLING & TRANSFER STATION
HOURS: Saturday & Sunday, 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
June through Labor Day - Wednesday Noon to 4:00 PM
POLICE: MUTUAL AID- 911
FIRE & RESCUE: MUTUAL AID - 911
FIRE WARDEN: BURNING PERMITS
Joseph Sarcione, Warden - 446-7144
Lewis Clark, Deputy Warden - 446-3480
Patricia Lamothe, Deputy Warden - 446-7430
ANIMAL CONTROL: Jesse Pollock & Kristin Machado - 446-3428
or Call Stoddard Police (446-3597) or
Keene Mutual Aid Non-Emergency (352-1291)
LIBRARY HOURS:
Thursday - 7:00 to 9:00 PM & Saturday - 9:30 AM to 10:30 PM
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
First Monday - every other month
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY:
Meet third Monday of April, June, August & October - 7:30 PM
at the Town Hall, will be posted.
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD:
Meet first Tuesday of the month at the Town Hall - 7:00 PM
Anyone wishing a hearing by the Planning Board should contact:
Pat Putnam 446-7104
STODDARD SCHOOL BOARD:
Meet the first Thursday ofthe month at 5:15 PM at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Anyone who wishes to appear before the Board should, ifpossible, contact
the Chairman a week prior so your name may be placed on the Agenda.
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS:
Brenda Howard - 446-3737 Carol Clark - 446-7562
Michael Meyer - 446-7050
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH:
Services are now year round @ 10:00 AM
Sunday School - 9:00 AM
Pastor: Michael Benik - 446-4332
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Hearings when needed - to be posted
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TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
PATRICIA MCMAHON TERM EXPIRES 2004
JANE SERBENT TERM EXPIRES 2003
CHARLES H. CHANDLER (RESIGNED) TERM EXPIRES 2002

































MARY LOU STYMEST TERM EXPIRES 2006
CAROL HOFFMAN (RESIGNED) TERM EXPIRES 2004












































OVERSEER OF THE PUBLIC WELFARE
SELECTMEN




This year we saw our tax rate rise from $12.50 to $14.26 per $1,000.00 of valuation. The school's
share of the increase is $1.18, making it the largest portion. Unfunded special education costs
continue to increase the amount that towns pay. I wouldn't look for any relief from our Federal
Government. One may question why we got tax rebates when their obligations haven't been met.
Our State Government is still working on the cost of education formula. The reality is that towns
will continue to pay what the State and Federal chooses not to fund. The special education costs
are mandated, leaving us very little for voter discretion.
The county portion of our tax bill is up by $ 0.40 and the town by $ 0. 10. This shows the portion
of our tax bill that Stoddard's voters have authority over is under control. That is something we
can all be very proud of. The reasons for our other increases, and their proportional share of our
tax bill are something that we must we aware of.
We continue to be the only Donor Town in the region, and remain active in the Portsmouth
Collation. A recent ruling by the State Board of Land and Tax Appeal has determined that we
must do a complete revaluation before 2003. We've asked for bids and have received five
responses ranging from $135,000 to $170,000. Last year we created a capital reserve fund for this
purpose with an initial deposit of $20,000. This year we're asking for $60,000 and next year we
must ask for the balance. If we reject this warrant article, the State will override us. We've
already asked that question. Once again, the Town and its registered voters have no real say in the
matter. The suit filed against the State by 27 towns found that the method of calculating the State
Property tax was flawed, and thus unconstitutional. The Town had a complete revaluation done
in 1990 by the State, the first one ever. It is interesting to note that when the constitutionality of
the State's Property Tax calculation method is challenged, how quickly our valuation becomes
obsolete. This year, the portion of our tax rate paid to the State Property Tax increased by $ 0.07.
The most significant change this year is adoption of the May Town Meeting. March 2002 will
mark our last traditional March Town Meeting. The budget we adopt this year looks a bit unusual
too, because it encompasses eighteen months. Our fiscal year will now end on June 30"^, versus
December 31". We've put a twelve-month comparison figure in our budget report so that the
transition to the eighteen-month budget will make more sense. Next year we'll be back to a
twelve-month budget, using the same accounting cycle as the school and Cheshire County. We
also hope that more people will attend Town Meeting given the calendar change.


















H Town $1 .44
County $2.15
D School $3.28





TOWN OF STODDARD, NH
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State ofNew
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the
Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the twelfth (12th) day ofMarch 2002, next at
eleven (1 1 :00AM) of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following articles:
The Polls will be open from 1 1 :00 AM to 7:00 PM.
ART. 1: To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
ART. 2: To vote by ballot to amend the Stoddard Community Planning Ordinance,
Article IV concerning Home Occupations. (Recommended by the Planning Board.
Majority vote required.
FURTHER, you are hereby notified to meet at the James Faulkner Elementary School
Multipurpose Room in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the nineteenth (19th) day ofMarch
2002, next at seven (7:00 PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the articles 3
through 30.
ART. 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$197,795.00 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART. 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,250.00
as the operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year. The
Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,02 1 .00
for membership with the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,800.00
as the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 to
maintain E-91 1 records. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$43,650.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. The Police
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000.00 for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 10: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$32,323.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department for the
ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 11: To see if the Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$47,952.00 for the final two lease payments on the four-wheel drive, front line pumper fire
engine. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 12: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for Town Building Maintenance for the Fire Station. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
for the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Fire Warden. The Fire Warden and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$161,150.00 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of
Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 15: To see ifthe Tovra will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 16,034.00 for Recycling and Transfer Station expenses for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 .25 per
resident (Total $1,160.00) for services provided by Monadnock Family Services to
uninsured and underinsured residents of Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 17: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $800.00
for HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services to support the continuance
of visiting nurse and home health services being provided to the residents of Stoddard.
(By Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 18: To see if the Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $850.00 to
help support the work ofThe Community Kitchen Inc. in Keene, NH. (By Petition) The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 19: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,275.00
for the operation and maintenance ofthe Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 20: To see if the Town wdU vote to raise and appropriate the sxmi of $2,500.00
for the operation of the Recreation Commission. The Recreation Commission and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 21: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $400.00
for the operation ofthe Stoddard Conservation Commission. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART. 22: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $425.00
for the residents of Stoddard to participate in twelve (12) town household hazardous
waste collection days at the City ofKeene Recycling Center. The collection days will be
scheduled on Wednesdays and Saturdays during the summer and early fell. Dates and
times will be posted at the transfer station. Town Hall, Post Office, stores and local
newspapers. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200.00
for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 24: To see ifthe Town v^dll vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000.00
to continue the town's participation with the coalition communities in opposition to the
State Education Property Tax. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation
ART. 25: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60,000.00 to be added to the existing Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 26: To see if the Town will vote to appoint the selectmen as agents to expend
from the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund (Majority vote required).
ART. 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$24,544.00 for the final payment on the Shedd Hill Bridge. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART. 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200.00
to paint the exterior of two Police Department buildings. The Police Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 29: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a
Lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police Department,
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,576.00 for the first payment for that purpose.
This lease will contain an "escape clause". The Police Department and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 30: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under hour hands and seal this 1 1th day ofFebruary
In the year of our Lord, two thousand and two.
Board of Selectmen




TOAVN OF STODDARD BUDGET
ESTIMATED REVENUES
SOURCE OF REVENUE ESTIMATED
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 2000
Description:
TM#128-10 - Town Hall, Land & BuUding $160,650
Furniture & Equipment 20,000
TM#129-13 - Library, Land & BuHding 41,050
Furniture, Books & Equipment 6,000
TM#130-06 - FoHce Station, Land «& Building 28,350
Equipment 11,000
TM# 126-23 - Fire Department, Land & Building 172,650
Equipment 224,500
TM#126-22 - Fire Department Meadow 5,800
TM# 127-05 - Town Bam/Transfer Station 29,500
Equipment 1 7,000
TM#1 28-04 - Historical Society, Land & BuUding 34,750
Equipment 10,000
TM#129-07&08 - Fire Pond & Meadow 6,550
TM#129-09 - 1834 Lot 2,800
TM# 129-04 - Gazebo 11,450
TM#126-15 - Old Fire Station, Land & BuUding 30,550
TM# 105-09 - Marina Boat Landing on Highland Lake 61,650
TM#135-26 - Rte 123 Boat Landing on Island Pond 91,600
TM# 127-53 - Rte 123 Boat Landing on Highland Lake 29,700
TM#4 15-22 - Center Pond Boat Landing 41,750
TM#410-05 - Faulkner Elementary School, Land & Bldg 688,400
Furniture & Equipment 50,000 $1,454,700
Land & Buildings Acquired through Tax Collectors Deeds:
TM#101-1 16 & 1 17, E/S East Side Drive 8,900
TM# 1 02- 1 1 «& 1 1 1 , E/S East Side Drive 1 2,900
TM# 1 03- 1 2, W/S BaUey Rd. 1 1 ,900
TM#1 10-29 thru 32, South Hidden Lake Road 33,950
TM#1 15-02, W/S Beaver Lake Dr. 10,450
TM#1 15-41, Beaver Brook Dr. 6,000
TM#1 1 5-68, W/S Tigola TraU 1 1 ,900
TM# 1 1 5-69, W/S Tigola TraU 1 2, 1 00
TM#1 15-70, W/S Tigola TraU 1 1,000
TM#1 15-71, W/S Tigola TraU 1 1,700
TM#1 15-80, E/S Beaver Lake Dr. 9,400
TM#1 1 5-83, E/S Beaver Lake Dr. 12,400
TM#1 16-37, E/S Red Coat Lane 15,600
TM#1 18-21, N/S Turtle Rock Rd 32,100
TM# 1 1 8-22, N/S Turtle Rock Rd 1 4,800
TM#1 1 8-53, Kennedy Brook Road 26,800
TM#1 19-43, SW/S Highland Lake 31,550
TM#131-25.1, S/S Island Pond 15,300
TM# 134-08 & 09, Route 123 North 30,100
TM#1 34-10 & 11, Route 123 North 38,250
TM#134-12, Route 123 North 10,900
TM#137-23, S/S OflFSandy Beach Rd 1,700
TM#408-29, OffRoute 123 1,400
TM#4 14-23, W/S Old Forest Road 1 ,700
TM#4 1 8-07, E/S Aten Rd. 250
TM#4 18-09, E/S Off Aten Rd 450 $ 244.300
Total Properties owned by the Town $1,699,000
TAX RATE - $14.26 PER $1,000 VALUATION
Municipal: $1.55 County: $2.55 School: $4.46 State Education Tax: $5.70
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION MS -
1
Land
Current Use $ 1,308,345
Conservation Restriction Assessment 1 77,400
Residential 71,308,243
Commercial 682,125





Total Taxable Buildings $ 48,912,165
Public UtiUties 1.286.064
Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $ 123,674,342
Total Exemptions Allowed - 317.800
Net Valuation On Which Tax Rate For Municipal, County
And Local Education Tax Is Computed $ 123,356,542
Less Public Utilities - 1.286,064
Net Valuation Without Utilities On Which Tax Rate
For State Education Tax Is Computed $ 122,070,478
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FINANCIAL REPORT
YEAR END DECEMBER 31, 2001
ASSETS
Funds in Custody of Treasurer
SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 2001
GRANTS
SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 2001
ADVERTISING
TOWN CLERK PAYROLL 9,415.92
VITAL STATISTICS 88.00
















TAX COLL. DEPUTY PAYR. 3,343.00
TAX COLL/PAYROLL 13,660.00
TAX MAPS - DIGITIZE (Art.#28) 10,550.00






TOTAL FINANCIAL ADMIN. 62,522.74
FIRE & RESCUE




REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER 200
1
TOWN CLERK TO TREASURER
Trustee of Trust Fuuds
Shedd HUl Bridge CRF 31,409.44
Planning & Zoning Boards
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61
Pagel
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF Stoddard YEAR ENDING aooi
DEBITS
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
F(!r THE MUNICIPALITY OF






























The Library is open Thursday evenings 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and on
Saturday mornings 9:30 to 10:30 AM
Approximately 650 books, videotapes and audiotapes were donated to the
library during the year. One hundred new books and videos were also
purchased during 2001. The library continues to subscribe to the Junior
Library Guild, receiving three new award winning books of different reading
levels each month.
The library currently receives National Geographic, Smithsonian,
Highlightsfor Children, Taste ofHome and Quick Cooking magazines.
Two window boxes were placed at the library by the Stoddard Women's
Fellowship. Wreaths were placed at the library during the Christmas season.
Alyssa Follansbee spent many hours at the library completing a community
service project for school. After completing the project she continued to
volunteer at the library, completing several important projects. Her assistance
was greatly appreciated.
The following people made contributions to the library during 2001 : Earl
Lund, Alan Rumrill, Louise Johnson, Do Secco, Phyllis Sawyer, Lena
Vaillancourt, Kim Monty, Patty Hill, Mr. & Mrs. Harry Bailey, Ellen Mason,
Eunice Fiske, Mr. & Mrs. Alan Hannah, Pat McMahon, Marcel Albert, Ruth
Moe, Mr. & Mrs. James Kelly, Angle RoUo, Harriet Beckwith, Vida
Ostrowski, Ben & Ruth Bodell, Sarah Carlisle & children, Pat Campbell,












Cash on Hand 143.19
TOTAL $9342.89
Receipts
Interest on Nelson Fund 28.06
Interest on Cutter Fund 234.50
Interest on Ward Fund 37.21
Interest on Mason Fund 9.05
Contributions 50.00
Book sales 72.40





The records of the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector,
Treasurer, Trustee of the Trust Funds, Cemetery Commission, and
Library Trustees Agent have been examined pursuant to RSA:
41.31 for the year ending December 31,2001.
In the opinion of these Auditors, the above accounts, together
with their fmancial statements, present fairly the fmancial position
for the year end of the Town of Stoddard. These records also
conform with generally accepted accounting principles applied
using the cash basis method.
Respectfully submitted,
Virginia R. GrandPre\ Auditor
Walter Serbent, Auditor
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STODDARD FIRE & RESCUE DEPARTMENT
2001 ANNUAL REPORT
In 2001 we responded to and participated in a total of 150 emergency calls
and activities:
27 Fire calls 42 Rescue calls
7 Motor Vehicle calls 50 Radio calls
12 Training meetings 12 Business meetings
This year the town replaced both furnaces in the station. Also, the roof was
stripped and reshingled and some siding was replaced. These items were in
need of replacement and should service the town for another 20 - 25 years.
John Phillips, a long time summer resident retired this year after 12 years of
volunteer service to the town. He was a retired Keene firefighter. His
services and knowledge will be missed by all. Thanks a lot, John.
We supported the Halloween and Christmas parties this year. Both proved to
be successes enjoyed by all. Thanks to all who participated and supported
these events. Thanks to everyone who supported our Old Home Day chicken
BBQ and Wreath sales. Check our sign out front for upcoming events.
Our hearts go out to all Fire, Police and innocent citizens lost in the terrorist
attack on 9/1 1/01 and their families. A generous donation was sent by the
Fire and Rescue Department to help. We will remember them dearly. God
Bless America.
Lack of volunteers is one of our biggest problems at the present. State
mandated regulations and work and family obligations take up most of our
valuable time. Anyone interested in helping out at any level of interest,
please contact Chief Brian Cahill (446-3971).
We continue to thank the Antrim Ambulance for their professional service,
dedication and quick response to emergencies in our tovm.
Respectfially submitted,
Brian Cahill, Fire Chief
Joe Sarcione, Deputy Chief
Wally Weaver, Captain
P.J. Lamothe, Rescue Captain
Shannon Sarcione, Lieutenant
John Wilder, Rescue Lieutenant
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FOREST FIRE WARDEN'S REPORT 2001
This year was very dry due to the lack of precipitation. We had to suspend
burning a couple of times this year for a period of time. Fires started early
this spring and with great intensity. Fire were burning deep down and were
difficult to extinguish. These fires keep firefighters very busy throughout the
year. We responded to some mutual aid calls with our brush truck and one
call with the boat. We also had some minor fires of our own, with some
starting fi"om not totally extinguished camp fires.
This year we went to Bear Brook with a crew of five and the brush truck for
state-wide training. There firefighters learn and are refamiliarized with
equipment and methods of fighting wildland fires. This training also preps all
the fiurefighters who are going out west to fight the very large wildland fires.
They also meet with different members of the various departments fi"om New
Hampshire and Massachusetts.
Jessie Pollock and Wally Weaver, Jr. both went through this training this year
with us and went as far as to take the 8 hour safety orientation which made
both ofthem eligible for the western Fire Crews.
Wally Weaver, Jr. was called this year Wed., August 16th to report for duty
with other firefighters fi-om throughout the state. His crew was sent to
Oregon 16 miles southeast of Medford to the Quartz Fire, which had
consumed 6,000 acres. There his crew spent several days, before being
bussed to Washington Mt. Leona Complex 10 miles northeast of Conille on a
6, 1 00 acre fire. He returned to New Hampshire Wed., August 29th. We
received very good feedback fi-om our firefighter on a job well done. Wally
is looking to join up with the Hot Shots and hoping to fijlfill his dream as a
Wildland Firefighter. We here on the department are very proud of his
performance to duty. Good job done!!! Jessie will fiilfill his dream hopefully
next year, if called upon. He was another one ready to go who did not get the
call.
We now have three firefighters eligible for Western Fire Crews. Along with
that we have 2 state-wide certified crew bosses, 5 state-wide certified
sawyers, almost all members are certified in Wildland Firefighting and are
Fire Shelter Certified. Our department members are very involved and
dedicated to our natural resources and will, at a moments notice, protect our
State Forests and Lands which mean so much to the residents ofNH.
Please help our department in protecting our forests and lands by making sure
all fires are totally out. Remember that a fire permit is required by law and
for kindling a fire in woodlands of another without permission of the
landowner, or for kindling any fire without a written permit when a permit is
required, a person may be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined up to $2000.00.
and or imprisoned for a period of up to 1 year. Please contact the local
authorities before starting any fires.
Remember only you can prevent forest fires.
Joe Sarcione, Forest Fire Warden
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STODDARD POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The year 2001 came into being with a somewhat different and unexpected
twist as many of us recall. The area was hit very hard with three (3) huge
snowstorms which was reminiscent of the olden days back in the '40's.
Those storms, along with the normal snowfall deposited nearly fifteen (15)
feet of snow on our roadways. This resulted in many calls requiring some 20
to 25 Police responses to vehicles off the road, and stranded vehicles, most of
which required immediate attention due to there being children or young
adults involved. We were also called upon on several occasions when roads
became impassable and needed to be shut down, bringing travel to a
standstill. One of these was the case when Route 9 from the 123 North
intersection to the Antrim line was closed for about nine hours. Roof
collapses, wires down and trees across wires seemed to be the norm during
the first three months of 2001.
Criminal issues increased during 2001. Domestic Violence, Issuing Bad
Checks, and Arrest statistics are growing which result in many hours spent in
District Court prosecuting these subjects. Three of these cases were bound
over to Superior Court and are still in some form of litigation. In years past,
small, part-time Departments were able to call on the NH State Police to
handle many of these issues, however, the State Police budget has been
drastically reduced which translates to more calls and more Court cases being
handled by local authority. The State Police, despite their time and budget
constraints, have provided assistance when available and when called upon to
assist with procedural issues and Court presentation. The Troop "C" Staff
have provided a mountain of information and assistance in securing a
conviction. Thank you Troop "C".
We applied for and received a Speed Enforcement Grant from the State for
Route 123 North. During the months of June, July, August and September
this 60 hour Grant was used to enforce speed limits from Route 9 to the
Marlow Line on Route 123 North. For the most part, we received many
positive comments from residents. Naturally, there were those who didn't
feel as good about it as others, especially those using Route 123 as their
"shortcuf from Route 9 over the mountain to Marlow and points north. The
statistics on the Grant alone were: 196 motor vehicle stops, 76 resulted in
Summons Issued. 74 of the Summons Issued were for excessive speed. In
spite of the success of the Grant, we continue to receive complaints of
excessive speed on Route 123. Highway Enforcement, Concord has
requested that we apply for another Grant in 2002 due to Officer Sault's
dedication to this endeavor.
The Stoddard Police Department was also included in a Statewide Grant to
receive a new, $3300.00 Astro Radio for the Cruiser. The Grant included
installation and testing. Unfortunately, we saw no positive improvement in
reception. In some cases, depending on the location, we noted that reception
was lessened. The State tells us that this is due to the lack of antenna sites.
We are told that until they are able to install more signal repeaters in specific
areas, communication will remain the same. A Police radio repeater is being
considered for Pitcher Mountain. At this time. Fire and Rescue have antennas
on Pitcher.
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As in previous years, there remains a serious concern over our 2 Door
Cruiser. This Department is in dire need of a unit that can accommodate a
cage enclosure for those subjects that resist arrest. It is agreed that the need
is not that often, however, just one instance where the safety of the subject as
well as the Officer came into play when a subject attempted to kick the
windshield and side window out of the unit, damage the radio tower and
components and the dashboard. A second unit with a cage had to be called to
insure the safety of all concerned. It should be pointed out that when a
person is "in custody" his safety is the responsibility of the Department in
which he was arrested. Should injury to him/her occur during this "custody",
the Town could be found liable for that injury whether it is self-inflicted or
otherwise. The Police Department realizes that this has been an issue for the
past several years and has been mentioned in previous reports, however, as
our Criminal issues rise so does the need to arrest. When arrested, a subject
has to be transported into Keene for processing and bail or processing and
transport to the House of Correction. The responsibility of transporting falls
to the arresting agency. Depending on the nature or reason for the arrest, the
state of mind of the subject is the main consideration as to how the transport
will be done. Occasionally, a person taken into custody is docile and
compliant, then the mood swing takes place causing him/her to become
combative and aggressive. When this takes place, a cage unit must be called
to assist. It should also be pointed out that according the State Law, once a
person has been taken into custody, is in wrist restraints, and becomes
destructive or abusive, we are not permitted to apply any use of force such as
OC Spray to control the subject. Steps SHALL be taken to bring the situation
under control without the use of excessive force. Hence, a caged unit.
It is with great pleasure that the Town of Stoddard has enlisted the services of
Jesse Pollock to assume the responsibility of Animal Control Officer. Jesse's
availability when not at his ftill time job will be truly appreciated by the
Police Department. Welcome Jesse. Animal Control calls can be made
through our Dispatch Center at 352-1291 . Should Jesse not be available, the
call will be passed on to this Department.
During 2001, this Department received many complaints/calls regarding
events that people either observed or heard, but did not report the event until
a later date. It is important that if an issue needs to be related to this
Department, it should be reported ASAP. There isn't a great deal that can be
done if the call is not received by us until two or three days later. Also, if
possible, make notes regarding vehicle or subject descriptions. DO NOT put
yourself at risk by approaching subjects or vehicles you may feel are
suspicious, but if possible, jot down any information that may be helpful such
as: Subject's description, (clothing, tall/short, length/color of hair if can be
seen from safe distance, etc.). Vehicle description, (make if possible, color, 2
or 4 door and plate # if can be acquired safely). Again, please do not
jeopardize your safety by approaching, however, any information that you can
get for us will be helpful.
Respectfiilly Submitted
David Vaillancourt, Constable/Police Chief
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The year 2001 has been a good year for the Planning Board. With the help of
your staff of volunteers we have assisted both residents and business owners
with several projects.
Two of these projects were minor lot line adjustments. The other two
projects were the site plan reviews for the expansions of both Stoddard Gas
& Grocery and Carlisle Restoration Lumber, Inc. By the time this goes to
print you will notice these grand improvements to your local businesses. As
always the board deliberated over many issues in regard to these applications,
but through the process we have learned that through patience and objective
reviews of all applications we can safeguard our quality of life and still
provide required goods and services. The willingness of all Stoddard
entrepreneurs to approach the site plan review process with an open mind and
support for the good of all is an asset our town should be proud of
We have also processed numerous voluntary merger applications this past
year. This trend of merging this past year is a delight, as it allows many of
the non-conforming lots to either come closer to conformity or to exceed the
minimum standards that are set in our Community Planning Ordinance.
As I write this narrative I await the full report of the appointed Master Plan
Committee. The committee has been hard at work behind the scenes and
with cooperation from the Southwest Regional Planning Commission in
preparing updates to our Master Plan. The Planning Board will review these
recommendations and then present them to the voters for next year.
We also have drafted a change for our home occupation regulations. This
proposed change has been prepared after several public hearings and drafts.
It is our intent with this ordinance to allow some flexibility for home
occupations to hire a local person to aid them in their home occupations.
Many residents have discussed this for years and we present it to you now for
your blessing.
Reflection on recent history only proves that nothing can stay the same
forever. Ifyou can not volunteer yourself please support and encourage all





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 2001
2001 was a busier year for the Zoning Board than past years. We held six
hearings all relating to the construction of or addition to buildings that would
bring the new structures within the 25 ft. setback from side and front property
lines. Understandably so, as additions are to existing structures and so much
of our housing predates zoning. Their small lot sizes were also previous to
the 2 acre lot size minimum in the rural zone and 1 acre in the residential or
lake zone, thus putting them closer to their lot lines.
Our seventh hearing blossomed into several meetings, all regarding the cell
tower. As you may or may not be aware, whether to have or not to have a
cell tower in your community is not our choice. By Federal Regulations you
must allow them. We do, however, have the right to input as to where they
may be located and how they will appear in their surroundings. Our approval
was based on several conditions, all in an effort to make the appearance of
the tower as "invisible" as possible.
Our budget this year was level fianding from the previous year of $1,200. The
additional time spent on our 7 hearings is reflected in our increased expenses
which show as $1,663.49, or over the $1,200 budgeted! The costs of mailing
and notices and other fees we collected is not noted next to the expenses, but
elsewhere in the income section. That income was $758.72, thereby reducing
our operation cost of $1,663.49. So as to clarify any confusion you may
have, we actually came in "under budget". We will again be requesting a
budget of$l,200 for 2002.
This year Gerry Pelletier, who has served the town as a fiiU zoning board
member since October 1989, or 12 years, decided to retire from the board.
Gerry was very faithful in his service to the town and we want to express our
appreciation. We will miss you!
Fortunately, Richard Betz who had served as a full time member in past
years, but who stepped down to an alternate position, agreed to once again
take on the responsibilities of a full position. We want to express our thanks
to Dick for filling that vacancy! We now are a fiill board of five members
with one alternate.
There are times, when for various reasons, not all members can attend a
scheduled hearing, and we have to rely upon an alternate to fill that vacancy.
Roscoe Putnam, our alternate, has been able to step in as a full voting




Stoddard Zoning Board Full Members:
Richard Betz Fred Ward
Virginia Kiehn Alternate member:
Sandy Sherman Roscoe Putnam
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TOWN WEBSITE REPORT 2001
The Stoddard website, www.stoddardnh.org , was bom out of a felt need to
increase communications within the town. This was one of the primary goals
coming out of the Stoddard in the Next Century meetings organized by
Carolyn Jones and many others in October, 1 999. A Communications Group
evolved, led by Sue Francis, which decided to set up a town website. It was
a large undertaking and involved expenses beyond what the volunteers could
give.
The Selectmen approved a budget to hire a website designer, Melinda Taylor,
who did the bulk of the technical setup. During 2000, Melinda worked
closely with Sue, Dick Betz and Jim Kelly, who would maintain the site as
webmaster when it got online. Together they determined the look of the
proposed website and wrestled with the structure and content.
Finally the sections boiled down to: Most Frequently Asked Questions,
Town Officers (boards and committees), Town Events Calendar,
Schools/Clubs/Organizations, Things to See & Do, History, Town Map, and
Useftil Links (to other websites). Sue spent hours working out a large flow
chart and planning links between pages. Dick, who was familiar with the
Microsoft FrontPage website software, continued to give help to Sue and Jim
who were novices. Jim arranged with WebRyders ofKeene to be our service
provider and host of our website.
The website group really wanted to get the website up and running by
January 1, 2001, as a millennium event. Sue and Jean Kelly rushed around
town snapping pictures oftown buildings and landmarks. Sue worked to get
correct information fi-om the Town Clerk for all the boards and committees
while reaching leaders of clubs, associations and organizations to get
information since each would have a website page of their own. Jim started
collecting minutes from the Selectmen, Planning Board, ZBA and the
Conservation Commission, obviously an ongoing task all this year.
The website was not quite ready when January 1, 2001 approached, but the
website group decided it was better to put it online as promised and to iron
out the kinks during January and February. The website has now been visited
by over 2400 viewers in less than one year. Some year-round townspeople
check it daily for the weather, minutes of meetings they did not attend, or the
town calendar. Others, particularly summer folks, can use it to keep up with
the town while they are away. Newcomers can get a fiill sweep of what the
town has to offer, how it is governed, and many of its attractions by spending
a couple hours looking over the more than 70 pages.
The Stoddard website, while primarily for better communications for the town
residents, also gives an attractive picture of Stoddard to the world.
Stoddardites can be proud to invite distant and foreign fiiends to look up the
website and get a glimpse of an active community in a beautiftil setting. Our
thanks to the town which has supported the site.
The Website Subcommittee
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HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF STODDARD
JANUARY 1, 2001 TO DECEMBER 31, 2001
Annual Report
In 2001, HCS - Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services
continued to provide home care and community services to the residents of
Stoddard. The following information represents a projection of HCS'
s
activities in your community in 200 1 . The projection is based on actual
services provided from January tO September 2001 and an estimate ofusage
during October, November and December.
Service Report
SRRVICRS OFFERED
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
ANNUAL MEETING NOTES - 2001
The annual meeting of the Granite Lake District began at July 8, 2001 for the purpose of
electing officers for the coming year and to act on the following articles.
1. To choose one commissioner for a term of three years, and see whether the
inhabitants of the district will elect for the offices of Clerk, Sally Ripley; Moderator, John
Halter; and Treasurer, Tom Yocono, each for one year. Kevin Robbins was nominated for
commissioner
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative.
2. To see if the district will vote to authorize the commissioners to borrow in
anticipation of taxes.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative
3. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of $350.00 to defray village
district expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriations of same.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative.
4. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 to purchase
liability insurance to cover the district.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative.
5. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to add to the
capital reserve fund for dam maintenance and repair.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was afBrmative.
6. To see whether the district wdll accept funds from the Granite Lake Association
and from any other source for the purpose of maintaining, repairing, and replacing the
dam.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative.
7. To see if the district will schedule its annual meeting directly following the Granite
Lake Association meeting in July, 2002.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative.
There was a proposal to transfer $2500.00 from the checking to a money market account.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative.
Repair of the dam will take place this fall to clean up leaks in the dam gate which was
replaced last fall. Continued leakage led to a proposal by Tom Yocono. To see if Troy
Tucker can come up with a new design to correct the problem and form a contractual
agreement for the commissioners by August 21, 2001. If not, to allow the district to
contract some other source.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was aflHrmative.
Drawdovm of the lake for the repair will begin Oct. 12, 2001.
The motion to adjourn was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote was affirmative.
The meeting was adjourned at 1 :50 p.m.





2000 Granite Lake Water Quality Summary
TRANSPARENCY (Water clarity) Depth (Meters) at which Secchi Disl< is visible
6.9 M 6.5 M 7.5 M 7.0 M 9.4 M 9.0 M 7.7 M 11.1 M 9.7 M 10.8
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Reference < 2 Poor




Average of 628 NH Lakes Tested =3.7 meters.
(Highest was 13.0)
July's reading was 10.8 M.
High rainfall during summer 2000 likely caused more run-off.
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (mg/Llter) From bottom temperature layer of Lake
(decomposition layer). Fish need at ieast 1 .0 mg/Liter to survive.
9 9.6 9.9 7.9 7.4 10.7 7.2 5 6 7.2
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
9.3
2000
pH Values below 7.0 indicate acidity. Fish reproduction & growth require a pH above 5.5.
6.37 6.35 6.34 6.38 6.04 5.92 5.56 6.05 5.8 6.07
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Reference < 5 Acidified
5 -> 5.4 Critical
5.5 -> 6 Endangered
6.1 -> 8 Satisfactory
Average of 736 NH Lakes tested =6.5
5.9
2000
ANC (Acid Neutralizing Capacity) Ability of Lake to buffer (counteract) acid inputs
2 2 2.5 2.63 1.3 1.1 1.05 1.5 1.6 1.25
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
-> 2 Critical
2 -> 5 Endangered
5 -> 1 Highly Sensitive Average of 737 NH Lakes tested = 6.4
10->20 Sensitive





2000 Granite Lake Water Quality Summary
Total Phosphorus Primary nutrient for algae and weed growth.
Natural sources (decaying plant matter), and man-made (fertilizer)
4.67 4.33 4.33 4.33 5 4.33 6 6.33 6.33 5.33 7.33
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
1 ->10 Low (Good)
1 -> 20 Average
20 -> 40 High
> 40 Excessive
Average of 729 NH Lakes tested = 1
1
Phosphorus readings from Bottom Layer are higher than these, and increasing.
Chlorophyll-a Indicates presence of algae. High algae indicates high phosphorus.
1.40 2.14 1.73 1.20 1.07 0.96 0.63 1.00 1.93 1.05 I 1.56
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
->5 Low (good)
5 -> 1 5 Undesirable
> 1 5 Nuisance
Average of 732 NH Lakes tested = 7.4.
Conductance - Ability of water to carry electrical current, measured by ion particles.
Values above 1 00 generally indicate pollution from road salt or septic systems.
46.2 46.4 50 51.9 58.2 63.9 65 62.9 67.3 72 I 67.3
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
|
2000





To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State ofNew
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the
Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the thirteenth (13th) day of March 2001, next at
eleven (1 1 :00AM) of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following articles:
The PoUs will be open from 1 1 :00 AM to 7:00 PM.
ART. 1 : To choose by ballot all necessary Town OflScers for the ensuing year.







SUPERVISOR OF CHECK LIST






JOHN HALTER 3 YEARS
JOAN A, READ 3 YEARS
MARY LOU EATON 2 YEARS
PATRICIA McMAHON 3 YEARS
LINA VAILLANCOURT 3 YEARS
THOMAS D. ABERT 1 YEAR
CAROL HOFFMAN 3 YEARS
BRIAN W. CAHILL 1 YEAR
JOE SARCIONE 1 YEAR
WALLACE WEAVER 1 YEAR
TERRENCE S. McMAHON 3 YEARS
FRANCES W. RUMRILL 3 YEARS
DAVID VAILLANCOURT 1 YEAR
FRANCES W. RUMRILL 3 YEARS
VIRGINIA GRANDPRE^ 1 YEAR
WALTER SERBENT 1 YEAR
GORDON GARNETT 1 YEAR
FURTHER, you are hereby notified to meet at the James Faulkner Elementary School
Multipurpose Room in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the twentieth (20th) day ofMarch
2001, next at seven (7:00 PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the articles 2
through 35.
ART 2: Shall we adopt the provisions ofRSA 3 1 :95-c to restrict 100% ofrevenues
fi-om Recreation Commission activities to expenditures for the purpose of funding
Recreation Commission activities. Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for
in a special revenue fimd to be know as the Recreation Special Revenue Fund, separate
fi-om the general fijnd. Any surplus in said fiind shall not be deemed part ofthe general
fiind accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after a vote by the legislative body to
appropriate a specific amount fi-om said fiand for a specific purpose related to the purpose
ofthe fimd or source of revenue. (Majority Ballot vote required)
Motion by Chet Pratt, seconded by Bob Fee.
On a ballot vote, 75 Yes, 5 No.
Article two (2) is adopted.
ART. 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$133,322.00 to defi-ay Town Charges for the ensuing year. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis GrandPre\
Article three (3) is adopted.
ART. 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500.00
as the operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year. The
Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Pat Campbell, seconded by Pat Putnam.
Article four (4) is adopted.
ART. 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
to fund Phase 2 of the Master Plan Update. The Planning Board and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Pat Campbell, seconded by Pat Putnam.
Article five (5) is adopted.
ART. 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $719.00
for membership with the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Pat Campbell, seconded by Pat Putnam.
Article six (6) is adopted.
ART. 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,200.00
as the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Motion by Beverly Power, seconded by Pat Putnam.
Article seven (7) is adopted.
ART. 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 to
maintain E-91 1 records. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis GrandPre'.
Article eight (8) is adopted.
ART. 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$26,200.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. The Police
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by David Vaillancourt, seconded by Joann Vaillancourt.
Article nine (9) is adopted.
ART. 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00
for the Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department
and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by P.J. Lamothe, seconded by Bob Grovenstein.
Article ten (10) is adopted.
ART. 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,915.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire and Rescue Department for the
ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Motion by Brian Cahill, seconded by Bob Grovenstein
Article eleven (1 1) is adopted.
ART. 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$23,976.00 for the lease payment of the four-wheel drive, fi-ont line pumper fire engine.
The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Brian Cahill, seconded by Louis Clark.
Article twelve (12) is adopted.
ART. 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for Town Building Maintenance for the Fire Station. The Fire and Rescue
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Moved by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Brian Cahill
AMENDMENT: Louis GrandPre' amends article 13 to raise and appropriate
$1 5,000.00 for town building maintenance for the fire station. Seconded by Brian
Cahill. Discussion follows. Bids on the work to be done are higher than
anticipated, therefore, $15,000.00 is needed to cover the costs. Amendment is
adopted unanimously. Article 13 will now read: To see if the Town wiU vote to
raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 for Town Building Maintenance for
the Fire Station. Article thirteen (13) is adopted as amended.
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ART. 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden. The Fire Warden and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Louis Clark, seconded by P.J. Lamothe
Article 14 is adopted.
ART. 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$137,860.00 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of the
Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre', seconded by David Vaillancourt.
Article 15 is adopted.
ART. 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$70,800.00 for Recycling and Transfer Station expenses for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis GrandPre'
Article 1 6 is adopted.
ART. 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 .00 per
resident (Total $654.00) for services provided by Monadnock Family Services to
uninsured and underinsured residents of Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Joe Hayes, seconded by Meg Cline.
Article 1 7 is adopted.
ART. 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $800.00
for Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services (HCS) to support the
continuance of visiting nurse and home health services being provided by the residents of
Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Mary Lou Eaton, seconded by Jean Clark.
Article 1 8 is adopted.
ART. 19: To see if the Tovra will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $850.00
to help support the work ofThe Community Kitchen Inc. in Keene, NH. (By Petition)
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Jean Slepian, seconded by Cheryl Woods. Jean Slepian reports
between Jan. 1st and Sept. 30th the Community Kitchen gave out 49 boxes of
food containing 1,350 meals and is projecting 1,800 meals in 2001.
Article 19 is adopted.
ART. 20: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,850.00
for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre", seconded by Pat Campbell.
Article 20 is adopted.
ART. 21: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,900.00 for the operation of the Recreation Commission. The Recreation Commission
and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Chet Pratt, seconded by Bob Fee
Article 21 is adopted.
ART. 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $325.00
for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission. The Conservation
Commission and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Geoff Jones, seconded by Ann King
Article 22 is adopted.
ART. 23: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00
for the residents of Stoddard to participate in four (4) town household hazardous waste
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collection days at the City of Keene Recycling Center. Two collection days will be
scheduled on Saturdays in the spring/early summer and two will be scheduled at the end of
the summer/early fall. Dates and times will be posted. The Conservation Commission and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Ann King, seconded by Geoff Jones. Scheduled dates will be posted at
the Transfer Station, The Keene Sentinel and other Public Buildings.
Article 23 is adopted.
ART. 24: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,260.00
for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Conservation Commission and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
Moved by Geoff Jones, seconded by Ann King.
Article 24 is adopted.
ART. 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00
to continue Stoddard's participation with the coalition communities in opposition to the
State Education Property Tax. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis GrandPre"
Statement by Jeanne Slepian in opposition to this article.
Article 25 is adopted unanimously.
ART. 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250.00 to
maintain the Town's Web Site (www.stoddardnh.org) for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by James Kelly, seconded by Jean Kelly.
Article 26 is adopted.
ART. 27: To see if the Town will authorize the establishment of a capital reserve
fund pursuant to RSA Chapter 35 for the fijture revaluation of the Town and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 towards this purpose. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Motion by Louis GrandPre', seconded by Dennis Marquis.
Ann King asks when the last revaluation was done. Moderator Eaton says
1988-89. Selectman Louis GrandPre' explains the State has ruled the evaluations
that have been done in the past are unconstitutional. They (the state) are
proposing we have a unified evaluation of all the Towns in the State. This
$20,000.00 will give us a jump start on the final cost. Further discussion follows.
Moderator Eaton steps down as Moderator to propose the following Amendment.
To see iftown will authorize the establishment of a capital reserve fund pursuant
to RSA Chapter 35 for the future revaluation of the Town and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1 .00 (one dollar) towards this purpose.
Seconded by Harry Power. Further discussion follows.
On a voice vote the Amendment fails.
Article 27 is adopted as presented for the amount of $20,000.00.
ART. 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,550.00 to convert the Town's maps into digital format. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
Motion by Patricia Campbell, seconded by Louis GrandPre'. Discussion follows.
Article 28 is adopted.
ART. 29: To see if the Town will vote to change the purpose of the existing Transfer
Station Renovation Capital Reserve Fund to the Town Land. Buildings and Improxements
Capital Reserve Fund. (2/3 vote required)
Movedby Louis GrandPre', seconded by Dennis Marquis. Discussion follows.
On a voice vote, the moderator declares the necessary 2/3 vote unanimously.
Article 29 is adopted.
ART. 30: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty four
thousand nine hundred dollars ($34,900.00) to purchase tax map 129, lot 14.2 as depicted
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on a minor Subdivision Plan prepared for Stephen G. Staples and approved by the
Stoddard Planning Board on 1 1/14/2000, and to authorize the withdrawal of said amount
from the newly established Town Land, Buildings and Improvements Capital Reserve
Fund (for consideration in the event Article 29 passes). The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
Moved by Louis GrandPre\ seconded by Dennis Marquis. Discussion follows.
A ballot vote was requested and seconded by more than five people. On a ballot
vote, 44 No, 40 Yes.
Article 30 is defeated.
ART. 31: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
as a gift for the Davis Library 0.38 acres of land designated as Parcel "A" on a Minor
Subdivision Plan prepared for Stephen G. Staples and approved by the Stoddard Planning
Board on 1 1/14/2000. Said parcel "A" is to be merged with the existing Davis Library
land (tax map 129, lot 13).
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis GrandPre\
Article 3 1 is adopted.
ART. 32: To see if the Town wiU vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 3 1 :94-a
(Optional Fiscal Year). Towns may adopt a single 18 month accounting period nmning
from January 1 of the calendar year following adoption and ending June 30 of the
following year. (Majority vote required).
Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis GrandPre' . This will bring our
fiscal year in line with our School District. Discussion follows.
Article 32 is adopted.
ART. 33: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Newly elected town officers are sworn in by the moderator.
Mary Lou Eaton moves that the meeting be adjourned, seconded by Sandy Sherman.
Meeting is adjourned at 9:17 PM.
Respectfiilly submitted,
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To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of Stoddard qualified to vote
in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at The James Faulkner Elementary School
Multipurpose Room on the 7th day of March 2002 at 7:00 p.m. to act on the
following subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot, the following School District officials:
A. 1 School Board Member 3 year term
B. 1 School Board Member 1 year term
C. 1 School Board Treasurer 1 year term
D. 1 Clerk 1 year term
E. 1 Moderator 1 year term
F. 1 Auditor 1 year term
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees and other officers chosen. (THIS
WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority vote
required.)
3. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix compensation for
any other officers or agents of the District. (THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS
SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (The funding for this Warrant Article is
included in Warrant Article #4, the operating budget.) (Majority vote required.)
4. To see what sum of money the District shall vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School District officials and agents,
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District. (THIS WARRANT
ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority vote required.)
5. To see if the District shall vote to estabhsh an Expendable Trust Fund pursuant to
the provisions of RSA 198:20-c, in which the principal and interest may be
appropriated and expended, to be known as the Stoddard School District Buildings
and Grounds Fund, for the purpose of providing for any future upgrading,
maintenance or repair of the buildings and grounds, and to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000. (six thousand dollars) to be placed in the fund. Further, to
designate the School Board as agents to expend from the fund. (THIS WARRANT
ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (This appropriation is in
addition to Warrant Article #4, the operating budget.) (Majority vote required.)
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6. To see if the District shall vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $18,000
(eighteen thousand dollars) to pave the remaining areas of the school
driveway/parking area at the James Faulkner Elementary School (THIS ARTICLE
IS PRESENTED BY PETITION.) (This appropriation is in addition to Warrant
Article #4, the operating budget.) (Majority vote required.)
7. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject in the warrant.
8. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.











This year brought many improvements to James Faulkner Elementary
School: a new storage building, paving the driveway, upgrading the kitchen and
installing energy efficient lights. Last March, voters approved $15,000 to pave the
school driveway and parking area. Due to miscalculation of the area to be paved,
there was not enough money budgeted to pave both. The Board decided to wait at
least one more year to pave the parking area due to increases in our budget.
A 24-foot square storage building was constructed in August and is being
used to store seasonal items, props, etc. We also had to upgrade our kitchen to meet
state requirements. Improvements included installing a new sink system and
rearranging equipment for better efficiency. We also had new energy efficient hghts
installed and received a $2,185 rebate from the Energy Conservation Program
sponsored by Pubhe Service of New Hampshire.
Other highhghts of this past year:
Bullying Policy (pupil harassment) approved last march. Those found in
violation of this policy will be subject to appropriate sanctions as determined by
the Superintendent and School Board. It is the policy of the Stoddard School
District to promote and maintain a learning and working environment free from
harassment.
i Launching the "Kids Klub" Program in December, led by Kate Pollock of
Stoddard. The before and after school program provides breakfast in the morning
and a snack in the afternoon. Students play games, make crafts and sing songs.
Though not funded by our school budget, the School Board supports this much-
j
needed program for our students.
I New chain link fence. Monadnock Fencing donated a chain hnk fence to be
installed behind the swing set closest to the driveway. The Board has a safety
concern for our students on the playground while traffic is entering and leaving
the school yard.
1^
SAU #24 and New England College Partnership. This partnership is a
collaborative group with representation from communities of New England
College, Weare, Henniker, Stoddard and John Stark. The purpose is to create
effective learning opportunities and environments for our students. Maggie
Sergeant, teacher for grades 2-3, represents Stoddard.
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SAU #29 School Climate Committee. Brenda Howard, School Board Chair, was
elected by the Stoddard School Board to represent our Board on this committee.
The committee was formed by the Keene School Board of Education. One Board
member from each sending town of the Keene AREA serves on the committee.
Once again the Stoddard School Board would like to acknowledge the hard
work and dedication of its staff. They continue to dedicate themselves to our
children and school though budget cuts and staff changes have been made. Due to
the small size of our school, our students have the opportunity to learn in many
unique ways through visitors to the school, field trips and special programs
provided by our staff. The Christmas Program was a fine example of the
dedication of our staff and a true highhght of our students' talents. Also, many
thanks to those who volunteered throughout the year at our school and to the








We began our school year with the return of a former staff member, Janice
Dialessi. Janice has returned as our special education teacher. She Uves in Keene
vith her husband and two sons, and is very happy to be back teaching in Stoddard,
jisa Champney joined us as this year's food speciahst. Lisa hves in Stoddard with
ler husband and three daughters.
In the spring of 2001, the entire school, staff and students, worked together as
)art of our Earth Day celebration to clean up, spruce up, and beautify our school
ind the surrounding area. Several groups were organized so that each one could
vork on a different project. Each group also got a chance to go up and visit the
Community Supported Agriculture's community garden, where they helped to start
vith the spring planting. The school's greenhouse was used to help in the seed
jlanting for the community garden.
Once again, students brought flowering plants to various nursing homes,
lousing for the elderly, and local senior citizens. This provides for such a wonderful
experience, since the students are involved from the very beginning with the
jlanting and caring of the flowers. They then get to take these beautiful plants and
jring them out into the community to be shared and enjoyed. Much exchanging of
;houghts and ideas occurs when the students get together with the seniors. It is
juite a heart warming event! Once again, the greenhouse has provided us with a
jreat scientific, and social program.
Being newly married, our K/1 teacher went from being called Miss Smack to
Mrs. Higgins. The K/1 class spent this fall with a unit on Monarch Butterflies and
Caterpillars. This is always an exciting unit because they get to watch it happen
right here in their classroom. Then they worked on a unit about friendships and
low important they are. This was used as a way to talk about the events of
September 11'^, in a way that was appropriate for this age group. They also worked
)n an apple unit and visited Norway Hill Apple Orchard to pick apples and learn
more about how an orchard works. They have just finished a unit on bats, which
ivas a real favorite of the class. They are getting ready to start a mini unit on birds,
ivhich will be a fun unit for the beginning of winter. They will also be doing units
this year on dinosaurs, the rainforest, around the world and neighborhoods &
community helpers.
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Mrs. Sergeant's 2/3 class spent the fall learning how to be entomologists. The
students studied the classification and life cycles of insects. Students have been
reading many different books in reading, and have been learning about different
genres, comprehension strategies, and fluency. Learning to round numbers,
borrowing and trading in math, identifying complete sentences, predicates, subjects,
nouns, and verbs are just a few of the other topics which they have covered in our
curriculum. Students have also pubhshed many types of writing in the classroom,
in order to understand and use the writing process. With recent events in the
world, students spent much time studying current events and spent a week writing
letters to New York, Washington D.C., and Pennsylvania.
Mr. LaFleur's 4/5 class was learning all about Ancient Egypt. Students
experimented with several different means of preservation. The first task was to
mummify an apple. Other tasks involved constructing a floating boat that would
hold the weight of numerous pennies that would be placed upon it, and piecing
together broken pots just as an archeologist would do.
In continuing with their Egyptian studies, the next topic of investigation was
based upon simple machines. Students learned how to work with levers, fulcrums,
and wedges. The class was now better able to understand how the Egyptians could







Technology this past year in James M. Faulkner School has been
implemented in a variety of ways. Students in kindergarten and first grade
have been learning basic computer knowledge, such as opening a CD-ROM,
using a mouse and locating keys on the keyboard. The second and third
graders have been learning how to properly shut down the computers, solve
common problems (i.e. frozen screen), and how to navigate on a specific web
site. Students in fourth and fifth grade have been learning how to use
specific programs and how to research on the Internet using teacher selected
web sites.
Some of the specific activities that we have done over the year have
been to vote in on-line polls, design multimedia book reports and/or
presentations, illustrate reports and books using Kid Pix, and designing web
pages. The kindergarten and first graders have been using sites on the
Internet to create projects and learn more about favorite authors. Second and
third graders have used the computer to take quizzes and to complete
cooperative activities from selected sites. They have also been using Time
Magazine's site for kids, which corresponds with the Time for Kids magazine
that they use in the classroom. The fourth and fifth grades have used the
Internet to track the Iditarod and to explore Egyptian archeology sites as
well. The special education teacher has been using the Internet to help tailor
independent education plans to classroom curriculum, and all the teachers
have been utilizing the Internet and technology to assist them in their day to
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1998 Multipurpose Room Addition Bond
Bonds dated: 7/22/1998
1998 Series A Non-Guaranteed








Reporting of Special Education Cost
As Required by RSA 32:ll-a
Detailed Expense Data for Special Education [Data for Handicapped/Disabled Only] [All Funds]




The records of the Treasurer for the Stoddard School District have been examined
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2001.
In the opinion of this auditor, the Cash Account as presented together with
supporting documentation presents fairly the financial position for the fiscal year.
These records conform to generally accepted accounting principles applied using







STODDARD, NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOL DISTRICT




Due from other governments
Due from other funds
Amount to be provided for







The meeting opened at 7:10pm at the James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Present were Business Manager, Jim Crane; Superintendent, F. Donald Jones; Board
Chairman, Brenda Howard; Board members Carol Clark, Russ Huntley; Clerk, Helen
Hayes; and Moderator, Dan Eaton. Also present were Principal, Mark LaFleur, Fran
Irvine, Maggie Sergeant, Jessica Smack and Stoddard voters.
Moderator Dan Eaton called the meeting to order at 7: 10 pm
ARTICLE # 1 - OPENING OF THE POLLS - MaryLou Eaton moved that the polls be
open for voting from 7:10 to 8;00pm or the end of the meeting. Carol Harper seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
ARTICLE #2 - Brenda Howard moved that the District accepts the reports of agents,
auditors, committees, and other officers as printed in the Annual Report. Nancy Cressy
seconded the motion. The voters approved the motion by voice vote.
ARTICLE #3 - Carol Clark moved that the district appoint the salaries of the School
Board and fix compensation for other officers and agents as included in the 2001 - 2002
budget. Nancy Cressy seconded the motion. The voters approved the motion by voice
vote.
ARTICLE #4 - Russ Huntley moved that the district raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,1 18,734 (one million, one hundred eighteen thousand, seven hundred thirty-four
dollars) for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School District officials
and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District. Brenda Howard
seconded the motion.
*Voters questioned the costs associated with special education and what re\ enues
the town receives in federal aid. Jim Crane explained catastrophic and Medicaid aid and
the complex reports required in association with special education costs and revenues.
*Voters also asked about the costs associated with the SAU budget increases. Don
Jones explained the increases are due to the hiring of a full-time assistant superintendent,
additional office and technical support. Also, the SAU office will have larger quarters.
*Voters also questioned why the salary schedule is up so high. Don explained
that the staff was working with a salary schedule that is 3 years old. The board brought
them to a level that is compared to other surrounding School Districts.
The voters approved the motion by ballot vote.
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Stoddard School District- Annual Meeting Minutes continued
ARTICLE #5 - Carol Clark moved that the district raise and appropriate the sum of
$15,000 (fifteen thousand dollars) to pave the school driveway/parking area at the James
Faulkner Elementary School. . Jessica Smack seconded the motion.
*Some voters thought this was a good thing for the school. Saves a lot of wear
and tear on the floors in the school with tracking in dirt on the floor.
*Some voters were very against it because of passing other article and spending
so much money already.
The voters approved the motion by ballot vote.
ARTICLE #6 - Carol Clark moved that the district raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,500 (eight thousand five hundred dollars) for a twenty-four foot square storage
building, constructed on a concrete slab, at the James Faulkner Elementary School.
Jessica Smack seconded the motion.
*Voters wanted to know if it could be added to the existing building.
*Voters also said that the school really needs the storage. The school has a lot of
sports equipment, tables, and other equipment that the school has bought over the years
for the multi-purpose room and needs to be stored.
The voters approved the motion by ballot vote.
ARTICLE #7 - John Halter moved that article #7 to be postponed. Seconded by Jessica
Smack. The voters approved the motion by voice vote.
VOTING RESULTS - Polls closed at 8; 15pm
School Board Member - Carol Clark
School Board Treasurer - Joan Read
Auditor - G. GrandPre'
Clerk - Helen Hayes
Moderator - Dan Eaton
Motion was made by MaryLou Eaton to adjourn at 8:30pm seconded by Jessica Smack.






























































































































School Administrative Unit #24
Report of the Superintendent of Schools
To the Citizens of the School Districts of Henniker, John Stark, Stoddard and
Weare:
It is a pleasure for me to provide input as a part of the Annual Report of the
school districts of SAU#24.
I anticipate that you have taken the opportunity to review the information
included in this document as we approach the decision making process for the
respective budgets. The summaries of activities and the budget documentation will
provide you with an analysis and a sampUng of what has taken place over the past
year as well as planning for the ensuing year. The reports, meeting minutes and
descriptions will provide the appropriate information to assist you in making
informed decisions on the level of financial support you will offer for the 2002-2003
year.
We continue to be impressed with the amount of positive, thorough and
sincere commitment that so many of you are making to the local schools. Yovir
involvement in the schools is very much appreciated and we trust will continue to
grow. The number of dedicated staff, administrators, volunteers, parents, school
board members, local civic organizations, and unnoticed others are some of the
reasons why our schools are as successful as they are. We thank all of you for your
continued dedication and support.
We continually strive to improve what and how we offer programs in order to
motivate, challenge and provide the most effective educational programs possible.
We continue to stress that greater effort, stronger achievement, higher expectations
and greater communication will develop an effective and accountable learning
system.
Your continued support of the educational system in your community is
greatly appreciated. Together our schools wiU continue to improve and provide the






School Administrative Unit #24
2002-2003 Budget
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION

















Office of Pupil Personnel Director-Salaries
Office of Pupil Personnel Director Health
Office of Pupil Personnel Director Dental Ins.
Office of Pupil Personnel Director Life Ins.
Office of Pupil Personnel Director LTD
Office of Pupil Personnel Director FICA
Office of Pupil Personnel Director Retirement
Administrative Office Salaries
Administrative Office Health Ins.
Administrative Office Dental Ins.















































































































































































































School Administrative Unit #24
2002-2003 Budget
























PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES
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TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
AADALEN, RICHARD J &
AADALEN, RICHARD J &
AADALEN, RICHARD J &




ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G 414^7.1 /CPWUDT 1
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G 414-072 /CPW LOT25HED





ABERT, THOMAS D. & SUSAN R.
ADAMS, JOHN H. & JUNE J.
AHNTHOLZ, ROSS C &
ALBERT FAMILY REVOCABLE
ALBERT LIVING TRUST,
ALLEN, QUINCY L & ANNIE L
414-732/LOT3B,CPW,SEC2
4 1 5-29& 30 / WF,CP L0T3LDG
I01-10/HLSLOTS116MH&SHED
101-11 /HLSL0TS117
423-08 /HIGH ST LAND, BLDGS
423-09 / HIGH ST LAND, BLDG
1 34-24& 43 / WF,TFD LOT t23LDGS
1 27-22 /WFAND RD L0T3LDGS
1 22-08 /WHTY LOT30ABLDGS
1 20-27 /HLA LOT 83IJX}S
108-15/HLDLOT271
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA 124-I3/WFa^U LOT831iX3
AMES, ANNE M
AMREIN, BARBARA J.
ANDERSON, GENE & GAIL
ANDERSON, GENE & GAIL
ANDERSON, JAMES E. &
ANDERSON, PATRICK M
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP%
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST %
ANTONELLI, JOHN A & JEAN T




11 5-24 /HUD LOT 79
11 5-25 /HLD LOT 78
115-52/WF,SLELOT47, 1/2 INT
135-17/RT 123 L0T3LDGS
415-08 TO 11 /BACKLAND OFF CP
4I04)6/TRACTORSHED BO(caid2)
41(M)6 /CARDING MlliBO (card 3)
407-01 &02/RTE 123 LAND
407-02 /PITCHERMTN FARM B/O
4104)6 /SUGARHOUSEBO (card 4)
41(M)6,09;415-14;417-03/CPIVRT 123 LAND
410-09 /CAMP CS POND B/0(cad4
4 1 0-09 /MANSELLHSEBO (cand 3)





11 8-23 /WHTY LOT 35ATA, NANETTE
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-11 /RT 9 LAND
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-16.1 /ROBBLAND
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-26/ROBBLAND LOT LINE ADJ















1 19-22 /WFJLD LOT26BLDGS
127-48 /WF,AND RD LOTBLDGS
BAILEY, MARK A & GERIANNE B 1 05-39& 40/WFPCLOTSBLDG
BAKER, RONALD 135-01 &02/RT 123LOTSBLDG
BAKUN, DAVID E 126-59 /WF,STN RD LOT5JBLDG
BALDINI, DONALD J. & ELLYN C. 121-11 /WFJRMNL0T7BLDG
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BALLOU, GARY F & JASON
BALLOU Testamentary Trust, F.
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, REl
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, RE2
BANGS, PAUL F & BEVERLY
BARKER, DEANE A & LOUISE A
BARKER, GERALD B
BARKER, GERALD B




BARRETT, DAVID A & HOLLY B.
BARRETT, JOHN J & JANICE B
BARTIS, KAREN L.
BARTLETT, CHARLES M
BEAM JR., RICHARD P
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BECKWITH, RALPH V &
BEESO, MICHAEL & RITA
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BELANGER, MICHAEL R & HEIN,
BELL, JOHN R & CAROLYN A
BELLAND, MARC P. & DIANE P.
BELLAND, MARC P. & DIANE P.
BELLAND, MARC P & DIANE P
BELTZ, WILLL\M R. & FRANCES
BELTZ, WILLIAM R. & FRANCES
BENEDICT, PAUL
BENEDICT, RICHARD & JOAN,
BENNETT, GERDA A, ETALS






BERNAGOZZl, ARMAND E, JR.
BERNAS, EDWARD G &
BERNIER, CARMEN
BERNIER, GERARD L
BERNIER, GERARD L &
BERNIER, RICFL\RD, SR &
BETZ, RICHARD L & PENELOPE
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE
BEZIO, PHILIP L & BONNIE L
BILLS, OLGA ETAL C/O ARTHUR
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSELL, JAMES H
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BISSET, JOHN W & BARBARA E
BIXBY, ROBERT C & WENDY
BLAIR, ROBERT G., Ill & ELLEN
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A. &
BLANCHARD, THEODORE M. JR.
BLOCK, STANLEY A & CLAIRE W
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BODGE, FREDERICK A &
BONCZAR, JOANNE
BOND, RANDALL T & DAWN A
BOOTH, JEFFREY L & KATHLEEN
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BOTTICELLO, MICHAEL T &
BOTTING, TRACY L. & ROBERT
BOULEY, LEO A & VIOLETTE M,
BOURN, RODNEY E & HELEN M
BOWMAN, ROBERT G. TRUSTEE
BOWNE, CHRISTOPHER L. &
BOWRING, MARGARET
BOWRING, MARGARET
BRAGG, LESTER & ELIZABETH A
BRANON, BRIAN & LORI
BREAULT, DAVID L&
BREAULT, DAVID L &




BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCY W
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCY W
BROOKS, KEVEN A
BROOKS, ROGER L. & PATRICIA
BROTHERHOOD OF HOPE, INC.
BROWN, BURL E. Ill
BROWN, LEWIS & BERNADETTE
BROWN, LEWIS D &
BROWN, RICHARD C
BROWN, RICHARD C
BROWN, RICHARD M & LISA
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRYER, JAMES H & BRENDA J
BSG & COMPANY
BUCELEWICZ, WILLIAM &
BUCKOVITCH, MARK P. & LONA
BULL, AVIS I.
BUNKER, DANIEL W. JR.
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSANN M
BUNKER, GENE R. & ROSEANN
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA
BURDETT, MICHEAL JAMES &
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BURGE, JOSEPH L JR. & MARJA
BURKE, HOWARD J & BONNIE S
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C
BURR, HAROLD L & IVIARGO M
BURR HAROLD L & N4ARGO M
BURT, CHARLES R
BURT, CHARLES R
BURTON, RICHARD A &
BUSH, CHARLES R & SANDRA A
BUSH, JEFFREY & ANGELA
BUSH, RAYMOND B & FRANCES
BYRNE, MARY E
BYRNE, MARY E
CAHILL, BRIAN W & DONNA
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CALLINAN, WILLIAM &
CAMERON, JAMES D & BECKY M
CAMPBELL, BRUCE M.
CAMPBELL, PATRICIA M.




CARLIN, KEVIN & JANIS G
CARLISLE, DALE & CAROL
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE &
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE &
CARLISLE RESTORATION
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST
CARLSON, RUSSELL R, JR &
CARLSON & STEELE
CARLSON, WILLIAM A &
CARRAS, PETER J & DEBRA A
CARROLL, DANIEL J. & ROSALLA
CARROLL, DAVID & DIANE
CARUSO, JAMES J. & MARIE F.
CASTOR, MARILYN N.
CASTOR SUSAN J; TRUSTEE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CECE, ELIZABETH J; CECE,
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERl M
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERIE M
CHAGNON, NANCY G




CHAMPAGNE, NORMAN L &
CHAMPNEY, ALAN M. & PAMELA
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
CHAMPNEY, ALAN & PAMELA
CHAMPNEY, JAMES E, JR &
CHAMPNEY, MARK A & LISA D.
CHAMPNEY, RONALD E & AMY
CHANDLER, CHARLES
CHANDLER, CHARLES
CHAPMAN, LEONA E & BURNO,
CHAPPELL,JULIEA.
CHARTIER, JAMES & TERRY
CHASE REVOC. TST % WM &






CIRIELLO, JOHN L. & MARY ANN
CITY GATE RETAIL
CLARK, CHARLES P.
CLARK, DENNIS A. SR & CAROL
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL
CLARK, JOHN A & PAULINE W
CLARK, JOHN R. & LINDA E.
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, PATRICIA E (MCMAHON)
CLARK REVOCABLE TRUST,
CLARK REVOCABLE TRUST,
CLENNEY ESTATE % PAMELA
CLIFFORD, TIMOTHY M
CLINE, JOSHUA & CARR,
CLINE, MARGARET B.,
CLINE, THADDEUS & LEE A







COHEN, HERBERT & PHYLLIS G
COHEN, SUSAN M & TOD ALAN
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLE, CALVIN C, SR & GLADYS
COLE, EDWARD C & JOANNE C
COLLEY, LOUISE % E & B
COLLIER, FRANK M & RITA M
COLLIER, STEPHEN M
COMFORT, LAWRENCE & MARY
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
CONGDON, WILLIAM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLIAM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLIAM S & JUNE;
CONGREVE, WILLIAM & JEAN W
CONKLIN, DWIGHT E.




COOK, JOHN W & VERA M
COPELAND, LAWRENCE M. &
CORDNER, KENNETH, JR &
COREY, JAMES A & BEVERLY R
CORRIEVEAU, WARREN PETER
COSKER, JOHN & LINDA
COSKER, JOHN & LINDA S
COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE S
COTA, ARLINE
COTTER, BERNARD P & AGNES
COTTER, TIMOTHY J &
COURTEMANCHE, ROGER L &
COURTNEY, JOHN & MARIA
COYNE, JOHN D, & COHEN,
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRISMAN, EDWARD & JANENE
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CROAN, PETER B
CROSIER, THOMAS C. & PAULA
CROSS, MIRLE C
CROWELL, JOSEPH E & JANE C
CURNUTTE, JAMES R & SANDRA
CURRAN, JAMES M
CURRAN, JAMES M.
CURTIS, LAWRENCE R &
GUSHING, KAREN A.
CUSHNA, BRUCE R &
CUSHNA, BRUCE R &
CUSHNA, BRUCE R&
CUSHNA, BRUCE R &
CYR, GERALD P. & CATHERINE
DAHLING, ALBERT C
DAMATO, MARY ANN
DARCY, JAMES T, JR & SUSAN A
DARDANI, NOEL H.
DAVENPORT, GEORGE F & LISA
DAVENPORT, LISA
DAVIS, BRL\N
DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C,
DAVIS, JEFFERY A. & DAVIS,
DAVIS, JOHN R
DAVIS, ROBERTA R.
DE ANGELIS, THOMAS R
DEANGELIS, EDSON R.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
DECHELLIS, EDWARD P. &
DELEON, KAREN L.
DELUDE, RICHARD A.





DEMERS, DAVID C & MARCIA R 416-01 /BACKLAND











DERBY, TROY M & TRAGI L
DESISTO, MICHELINA &
DESROSIERS, REED B. &
DEVEAU, ALBERT R & DORIS I
422-16/BACKLANDOFF RT9
421-17/BACKLAND
420^32 /CNTY RD LAND, BLDGS
1 19-I0/HLDLOT853LDGS
139-I2& 13/CWL0TS3LDGS
41 8-107 /MLE LOT 7B3U2
DI SCALA, MICHAEL L & KAREN 132-11 /WFJPL0T3LDG
DICORCIA, ARLENE
DIDONATO. JAMES A &
DIEHL, DAVID C
DIEHL, DAVID C
DILUZIO, CHARLES N &
DINES, JOSEPH & SYLVIA
DIONNE, PAUL J & PAMELA R
DIONNE, PAUL J. & PAMELA R.
DONEGAN, JOHN T
DONEGAN, JOHN T
DOODY, ROBERT E, JR & LEIGH
DOOLITTLE, CHERYL A
DORA, ALFRED M
DOUGAL, WALTER A., TRUSTEE I14-02/WFJiLLar,BUX}
DOW. LEONARD A & JANET C 1II-08/SLELOT7I
DOWSE, SARA B. TRUSTEE I14-14/WFB&ELOT53LDG
DOYLE, THOMAS R 421-13/RT 123/BBRLCITMiSHEDS
DRESCHER, PETER J. 421-31 /BACKLANDOFF 123
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR & ANNE 137-74/OFFNSRLOT^UXJS













1 16-13 /HIX) LOT 48
1 37-36 /SBR/NSRL0T3LDGS
DROUIN, CRAIG G.
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN











DUGAN, NORBERT L & DORIS E. 421-21 /BACKLAND OFFBBR
DUHAMEL, CLAUDETTE E.
DUMAINE III, FREDERICK C. &
DUNCAN, DAVID J & DEBORAH
DURAL, BRUCE T & SUSAN J









131-12 /RT 123 L0T3LDG
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
DURWARD, KATHLEEN R &
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE
DWYER, DAVID & ALINE ETAL
DWYER, MAURICE F & JANICE G
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EASTMAN, RALPH V & MARY L
EATON, DIANA P., TRUSTEE
EATON, DIANA P., TRUSTEE
EATON, DIANA P., TRUSTEE









EDSON JR., EDWARD A.
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDWARDS, JAMES L &
EDWARDS, JAMES L &
EDWARDS, JOHN W & BERTHA R
EININGIS, STANLEY
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. & CANDACE
ELLIOTT, JAMES & CANDACE D.
ELLIOTT, JR. DAVID W. & MARY
ELLIOTT, RANDY
ELLIS, BARBARA L & WALTER E
ELLIS, DANIEL M & KATHLEEN A
EMBREY, MARK & EMILY
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. &
ENZLER MARIO & JULIE C/O J.
ERLER, JOEL F, NOREEN & JON F
EVES, LLOYD & MARION
EWELS, CHARLES & BARBARA
EWELS,CHARLES J. & BARBARA
EWING, JAMES D & RUTH D
FABRJZIO, DEAN RYAN &
FARINA, JOCELYN F. ETAL
FARINA, JOCELYN F. ETAL
FARINA, JOCELYN F. ETAL
FARRELL, INDA E, KIRK &
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET
FARRELL, SHAUN R. &
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING,
FAULKNER, CHARLES S &
FAULKNER, CHARLES S. &
FAULKNER, CLARENCE A &
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWTSER OF RECORD
FAULKNER, H KIMBALL
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE
FAULKNER, ROSEMARY
FEE, ROBERT A. & SHELLY L.
FELPO, FRANCES
FELPO, FRANCES
FELTUS, CARROLL M & JOYCE
FENTON, PHILLIP & TONI
FERNANDES, DOMINGO P. &
FERNER, DAVID R & BETTY
FERNWOOD ROAD PROP.
FIASCONARO, GEORGE
FICKETT, KARL L. SR. &
FIONDELLA, ALPHONSE J &
FIONDELLA, ANGELINA A.




FLAHERTY, FRANCIS E &
FLANAGAN, HARRY G. Ill &
FLANAGAN. HARRY G III &







FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, %
FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, %
FLOOD, SCOTT WILLIAM
FOLLANSBEE, RICHARD D &
FONTAINE, JEAN M
FORCIER, THOMAS J. & LUCILLE
FORD, BRIAN & DEBORAH J
FOREHAND, STEPHEN D &
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORSYTH, WILLIAM G & JOAN
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F & LEIGH
FRAULINI, BARBARA G &
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E &
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC.
FREESE, BETSY & LINDSAY
FULLER WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULTON, WAYNE S & AMY L
FYFE, BRADFORD
GABERSECK, TIMOTHY J. &
GAGNON, DAVID R & NANCY L
GAGNON, GLENN P & LAURA M
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALEY, HELEN F




GALLUP, PATRICIA & MINARD,
GALLUP, PATRICIA & MINARD,
GALLUP, PATRICL\ & MINARD,
GANLEY, MARYM
GARDNER, MARY HELEN
GARLAND, RICHARD L. &
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GARRITY, EDITH I C/O





GAY, JERROLD R & BEVERLY A
GAY, LOISW
GEBHARDT, RICHARD L &
GEDDES, PAUL
GESICK, ROBERT G
GETTY, ALFRED W. JR. & IRENE
GETTY, VIVIAN L, STEPHEN E &
GL\NFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GILCHREST, PHILIP W, JR
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GLANCE, MARY
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GLEBUS, MARYL
GLOWNEY, LAWRENCE R &
GOBBI, JUDITH M. H.
GODFREY, JOSEPH P &
GOLDSTEIN, JANINE
GOLDSTEIN, JANINE
GOMEZ, RICHARD E. & PUTNAM,
GOODALE, ROBERT C
GOODELL, DUANE E JR ETAL




GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROLE
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROLE
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROLE
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROLE
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROLE
GOSTYLA, PETERJ.&
GOSTYLA, PETER J. &
GOTTEL, DEBRA A.
GOULART, JOSEPH & DONNA
GOULET, LEOPOLD & PAULINE
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E &








GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH




GRIFFON Revocable Trust, Robert R
GRIMES, GREG A. & PASCUCCI,
GRINUK, MARK A. & CHARLENE
GRISKONIS, JOSEPH





GUAY, RICHARD & DONNA LEE




GUZICK, RALPH D & ANN A






HALEY III, ROBERT &
HALL, FRANK (REV) & ANITA
HALL, JAMES A & HIROKO T
HALL, WAYNE G & KATHY A
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
I07-I6/HLDUJI 149
107-21 /HLD LOT 144
1 07-22 /HLD LOT 143
127-36 /WFAND RD LOTS
127-41/ ANDERSON RD
107-03 /HLD LOT 212
121-22^/FRELOT16




13541 T043 /TFD LOTS (2fl INT)
1 35-49/BEACH (2/9 DMT)
1 35-58 /WF,TFD LOT LI6BLDGS
135-59/WF,TFDLOTL15
106^1/HLDLOr320
1 06-02 /HLD LOT 3 193LIX}S
138-01 /ISLAND IN GRANITE LAKE
124-05 /FRSTTRK
I





1 1 8-27 /WHTY LOT 393LDGS
II8-28/H1J5LOTI
I24-I I /WFO^U L0T63LDG
40W)6/RT 123 LAND
101-108, I09&II0/HLS LOTS S301,S302&S303
101-94 /WFJHLS LOT S2023LDGS
109-1 1 /HIX) LOT2563liX}
102-I03& 104/HLSLOrSS279,S280
116-I0/SI£,Lar337
1 22-3 1 /WF, LOT 263LDGS
126-13 /RT 123 L0T3LDG
135-15&I6/RTI23L0TS3LDG








1 1 :^20 /WF,CARR LOT8BLDGS
414-30/LANDOFFRT123
13644TO 48 /WF.TFD B8AC 1AJIABLDGS








TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
HALTER, JOHN D & DIANE G
HAMEL, RONALD L(l/2) &
HAMILTON, CAROL & JOHNSON,
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP & DONNA
HAMPOIAN, HARRY & DIANE
HAMPOIAN, HARRY & DIANE
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C, JR
HAMPTON, WILLIAM C, JR
HANNA, ALAN L & ALICE M
HANNAFORD, FRANK K. &
HANSON FAMILY TRUST 1/2
HANSON, JEAN M
HARDY, ROBERT H. & JULIA M.
HARMON, A VIRGINIA, TRUSTEE
HARPER, ANGELINE
HARPER, MARK S & GLORIA
HARRINGTON ETAL, RICHARD I.
HARRINGTON ETAL, RICHARD I
HARRINGTON ETAL, RICHARD I
HARRINGTON, WALTER H &
HARRIS, ERNEST J, JR
HARRIS FAMILY TRUST,
HARRIS FAMILY TRUST,
HASTINGS, DAVID M. &
HAYES, ANDREW P
HAYES, CASEY J. & HELEN M.
HAYES, GLORIA E & EVANS,
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HEALEY, BRUCE E.
HEALY, DONALL B & JOYCE A %
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.%
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.%
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE %
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE %
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE %
HEALY, DONALL% Visual Graphic
HEALY,DONALL% Visual Graphic






HEBERT, ARTHUR L & NANCY A
HEBERT, VERDE W, JR &
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D




HENDERSON, K DOUGLAS &
HERMAN, PAUL E & JEANNE A
HERNE, JAMES & RUTH















HILCHEY, JOSEPH H &
HILDRETH, ALICE
HILDRETH, STEVEN P. & JOAN P.
HILDRETH, WILLIAM L
HILL, KENNETH & LUCILLE
HILL, LUCY B & HILL, ROGER M.
HILL, PRECIOUS M & JOSEPH
HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M









HODGSON, MARK S. & SHERRI L.
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C &
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
HOGG. FRANK W & GWENNETH
HOGUE, TIMOTHY E & WOODS,
HOLDA, FELIX JOHN &
HOLLAND, DONALD, JR
HOLLAND, DONALD R &
HOLLAND, JANET L.
HOLLAND, RICHARD
HOLLOWAY, WILLL\M E & JANE
HOLLOWAY, WILLL\M E & JANE
HOLMES, DAVID S
HOLMES, ROBERT L & DENISE
HOMEYER, WILLIAM P &
HOMFELD LIVING TRUST
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
HOMFELD LIVING TRUST
HOPKINS, FRED W & EDNA F.
HORSFALL, JAMES H
HOTCHKJSS, JED D
HOWARD, LAUREN C & BRENDA
HOWE, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOWE, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOWE, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOWELL, JAMES E
HOWELL, JAMES E
HUARD, AIME, JR & DEBRA L
HUBER, DEAN G & RUTH E
HUNTER, ALAN & LINDA
HUSSEY, CHRISTINE M.
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C &
BUSTED, VIRGINIA S C &
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C &
HUSTED, WAYNE H. & VIRGINIA
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
HYDE, CHARLES E. SR
INACIO, JOHN W. & CONSTANCE
INGERSON, FRED E., TRUSTEE
INTERVIROS TRUST
IRELAND, NATHANIEL F &
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IVES, DAVID & ELAINE
JACKSON, SHERWOOD L. &
JACKTER, FRANKLIN & ANN C
JACOBS, DAVID & LAURA F
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNN M.
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNNE M.
JARVIS, STEPHEN S, III &







JOHNSEN, BRIAN E & KRISTEN L
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, LESTER M;
JOHNSON, MARK L. & DALE J.
JONES, GEOFFREY T. &
JONES, GEOFFREY T. &
JONES, MARTHA E




TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
JOSLYN, LORRAINE J
JUBERT, MICHAEL J & KAREN J
JUBERT, WILLIAM R & TERESA R
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZICA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KAHLER, HENRIETTA M.
KAHLER, HENRIETTA M.
KAPANTAiS, STEPHEN & LORNA
KAPIJ, JERRY E & SOPHIE
KATHAN, JAMES C & TERESA A
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVJIAN, ANDREW & FALZONE,
KELLY, JAMES L. & JEAN K.
KENNEDY, WILLIAM &




KERCEWICH, JERRY, JR &
KERNOZICKY, KONSTAHTIN
KEYES, CHRISTOPHER A &
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z.
KIELY, ROBERT & CHRISTINE M
KILEY, MILDRED
KJLLEFFER, ROBERT A, JR &
KIMBALL, STANLEY & MYRNA
KING, ANNETTE S. ETAL
KINGSBURY, MARY K
KINGSBURY, MARY K (1/5 INT)
KINGSBURY, MARY K W, ETAL
KINGSBURY, ROBERT W.
KIRBER, WILLIAM M. &
KIRBER, WILLIAM M. &
KIRBY, JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH P
KNIGHT, STEPHEN H &
KNOWLTON, ROBERT H. &
KOCHIS, LAURA B C/O
KOCHIS, LAURA B C/O
KOELLER, FLOYD E & JOAN G
KONTROVITZ, NICHOLAS A &
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRAVARIK, GEORGE R &
KRIDER, MARK R & DEBORAH L
KRIDER, MARK R & DEBORAH L





TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
KUBECK, GERALD E & BARBARA 112-18/WF,HLDIjOT3343LDG
KUEHL, JOHN F,JR& BETH E 123-03 /WHTY LOT 44
KUEHN, SHERRY W 110-19/S1£LOT94
KUMPU, WALTER R & MARJORIE 101-76/WF,HLSLOTS5531iX}S











LAFLAMME. ROGER E & CLAIRE 418-13/M1£L0T ISBiUl
LAFLEUR, MARK R & LISA M 109-19/H1X)LOT263
LAFRENIER, DERRICK J 1 07-28 /HIX) LOT 242
LAKE, DONALD K. & MELINDA J. 422-26 /RT 9 LAND
1 1 5-26 /HID LOT 7531iXiS
11 5-30 /HIX) LOT 74
11 5-31 /MX) LOT 73
1 1 5-32 / HIX) BACKLOT 78A
116-28/HlX)Lar72
402-01 /LAND OFF KINGS ST
120-09.1 /WFJT^ELOT 103LDG
135-07&08/RT 123 L0TS31X)GS














126-55 /WF3TN RD L0T3LDGS
134-17/RT 123 L0T3LDGS
LANG, CHARLES O & DARRELLE 1 37-20 /BRKWFJsJSR/SBRLOT^LDGS
LANGILLE, EDWARD D & HAZEL I0!-95&96/WFXILSS20152003IX)G
LARIVIERE, CHRISTOPHER J 127-39/WF/iNDRDL0T3LDGS
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG & 1 37-06/WF,GLACCESS LOT
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG & 1 37-79 /RT 9 LOT
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE 137-85/R99LOT3LDG
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G. ,
LAVIGNE, RANDOLPHE G. &
LEDWITH, ROSWELL B &
LEE, HENRY R, JR & MARY
LEES, GEORGE E, JR & BALL,
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M &
LEHRMAN, HENRY J, III
LEHTINEN, MARY & EDWIN
LEINWEBER, RICHARD &
LEKBERG, JIM M & REBECCA H
LEMIEUX, DAVID K & JEAN M











LES, JOHN & JANICE
LES, JOHN & JANICE
137-86/RT9Lar
1 37-43 /SBR/NSRL0T3LDGS
101-54 /WF,HLS LOT S343IX)G
1 19-01 /HLD LOT363UX}
102-39/HLSLOTS81




1 1 -24& 25 /WFJILS S5,S6A3UX5S
1 1 8-07 /WHTY LOT 54A31X)GS
102-23 /HLS LOT S893IX)G
130-21 /WFPBL0T31X)G











TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
TAX MAP ti I DESCRIPTION
LESSARD, AIME E, JEANNE H. 131-20/MRDGH U0T3A3LDGS
LESSER. DAVID B.& l36-17/WF,TFDljOTA5aLDGS
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA 1 07-26 /HLDLT2443LDG
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA 1 07-27 /HLD LOT 243
LEVESQUE, ALBERT A. & 131-08/RT 123 LOTBLDGS
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN 127-21 /AND RD LOT
LEYDEN, RICHARD & BARBARA 128-15.1 /KINGSTREET
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &




LIGHTBODY, FRANK W. &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN LEROY




LOGAN, DAVID K & DEBRA E
128-15/RTI23LOT3LDGS
414-02, 03& 415-33 /CPR LAND
415-31 /WF.CP LOT
4I5-32/WF,CPLOT
418-1 13/MLE LOT 5B2U2
418-114/MLELOT4B2U2




405-04 /LAND-E/S DDG FRM RD3LDGS
1 1 3-63 / LTBY LOT L9BLDGS





LOPROTO, ANTHONY C & LINDA II0-12/HLDLOT281
LOUGHREY, DAVID K & JUDITH 127-47/WF/iNDRDLOTBLDGS
LOUNSBURY, REYNA ETAL I I94I /WF,CNGRVE L0T23liX}S
LOVELAND, JEREMY J & KAI^N 131-25 /WFJVIRDGH LOT 173LDG
LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVIA M
LUBRANO, CYNTHIA, J
LUND, EARLE L. & MARY N.
LUSSIER, THOMAS J. &
LYMAN, ROBERT
LYONS, JENNIFER & MICHAEL
LYONS, JENNIFER & MICHAEL
LYONS, JENNIFER & MICHAEL
LYONS, KEVIN & CLAUDIA
LYONS, THOMAS R.
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H. &
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H. &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. &
MACKINNON, RONALD P &























1 13-41 /CARRLOT 13E BLDG
MAGNANI, GEORGE R & PAULA 107-20/HLD LOT 145
1 19-39/WF,WHTY UDT I6BLDGS
117-06/HLDLOT4I
MAGRO, FRANK & ELIZABETH
MAHLAND, MARG/UIET A
MAILLET, DONALD J & ANITA M 11 7-03 /HLD LOT
8
MAILLET FAMILY REALTY 117-M/HLDLOT9BLDG
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY 404-04/DODGELAND
CURIJ TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
MAJORS, JACK L & DIANE; ET
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MANGAUDIS, BRIAN E. &
MANN, THOMAS A, ANN &
MANNING, ERIC S. & SUSAN R.
MANSELL,JAY& ATHENA
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MARA, PHILIP E & MAUREEN W
MARCINUK FAMILY
MARTNELLO, JOSEPH & DIANA
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN
MAROTTA, ROY S. & ELIZABETH
MAROTTA, ROY S ETAL
MARQUIS, DENNIS & PAULINE
MARQUIS, MICHAEL A & NANCY
MARREN, JOHN J. JR.
MARSHALL, DONALD A.
MARSHALL, RICHARD A. &
MARSHALL, RICHARD A &
MARTIN, DONALD K & EILEEN D
MARTIN, JANET F
MARTIN, JANET F
MARTIN, LAWRENCE D. & LOLA
MARTLAND, WALLACE A &





MATSON, STEVEN C. & NANCY
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N
MATUSKIEWICZ, THEODORE R &
MAY, RUTH A
MAYNARD, PRISCILLA F
MCCARTHY, THOMAS J &
MCCLURE, JAMES K.
MCCOLL, PAULA & BRUCE W.;
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &










MCGUIRE, KEVIN J &
MCIVER, KIM & BRIAN





MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G &




MCMAHON, TERRENCE S &
MCNEMAR, ROBERT A
MCNEMAR, ROBERT A
MCOSKER, TIMOTHY C & JANE D
MCPADDEN, MICHAEL P &
MCPADDEN TRUST
MEADOWSEND TIMBERLANDS
MECHESKJ, TIMOTHY L. &
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B










MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MICHALEWICZ, JEANNETTE D.M.
MICHAUD, BRIAN D. & POWER,
MIDDLETON, MARY ANN
MIGLIORE, JAMES
MILLER, EDWARD H & SYLVIA A
MILLER FAMILY TRUST c/o
MILLER FAMILY TRUST c/o
MINER, BONNIE L.
MINER, BONNIE LEE
MINIE, DONALD E & MARY
MIXA, THOMAS
MOE, RUTH H
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T &




MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L
MONTY, KEVIN & KIMBERELY
MOONEY, JOHN F.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR.
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR
MOORE, DEBORAH J. ETAL
MORRIS, JAMES H. & SUSAN N.
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, T. SCOTT & CINDY L.
MORTON, ROBERT W &
MOULTON, NANETTE L.
MOWAT, WILLIAM, JR &
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MUCKLE, ROBFNM.
MUNDY, DARYL L & SUSAN A
MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, JAMES F & JUDITH A
MURPHY, KEVIN R & SHERYL J
MURPHY, KEVIN R & SHERYL J
MURPHY, MARYELLEN &
MURRAY, BEVERLY V &





NAGY, BALINT, & GERTRUDE
NASSAU, ARTHUR M
NASSAU TRUST, REBA L.
NELLIGAN, BRIAN & MARY
NELSON, CAROL A.
NELSON, MARK E, EARLC, &
NELSON, STEPHEN R & PHYLLIS
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEWBY, JOHN R. & RENEE I.




NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN
NORTON, SARAH H & HANSON,
NUNES, AGOSTINHO N. & BAIR,
O'BRIEN, MAURICE E, JR
O'BRIEN, ROBERT V & ANN H
O'BRIEN, ROBERT V. & ANNE
OFFENBERG, SERGEY P
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATfON AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
OJA, WAINO % ALICE L. OJA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OLSON, ALBERT F. & RENICE E.
OLSON, BETSY N
OLSON, BETSY N &
OPIDEE, MARIE E.
OPIDEE, MARIE E.
ORMON, M DALE & MARY J
OSENGA, WILLIAM, JR
OSTROWSKJ, EDWIN J & VITA M I33-I6/WF,TFDLOrD63LDG
OSULLIVAN, TERESA A 121-07/WFJTyv1NLar33LDGS
OSULLIVAN, TERESA A 12I-22.4/FRELOT15
OUELLETTE, ROLAND W. I22-I7/WF,WHTY LOT 123LDGS
OUR, CHRISTOPHER & JANET M. I24-19&20/WFJ^ULOrS12,133I-DG
OUR, CHRISTOPHER & JANET M. 1 24-22/WFJ^U LOT 14






1 02-99TO 1 02 / HLS LOTS S275-S278
1 34^2 /WFJP LOT






















131-16.1 /RT 123 LOT
II1-1I/SLELOT86
1 18-01 /WHTY LOT40
138-1 1 /WF,GLL0T31JX}S
126-04/WFJ)B LOT
128-03/ 1834 HOUSE LOT
116-20/HLDLOriOO
1 16-21 /HLD LOT 99
411-1I.7/SBALOTI
107-I2/HLDLOT303
1 1 8-24 /WHTT LOT36MHSHED
418-01 /BACKLAND





PARROT LIVING TRUSTS c/o Ted 132-16/WFAl&A LOT33LDG
PARTELLO, PEGGY A. 117-25/HLDLOT57,BUDGS
PATNODE TRUST, DOROTHY A. 1 37-12 /WFJ^T9,GLL0TBLDGS
PATNOE, DENIS M. & SANDRA M. 422-202 /PRATT LOT 2,MH
PATTERSON, RICHARD W &
PATTERSON. RICHARD W. &
PAYNE, PATRICIA A.
PEATE, KENNETH & LESLIE
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. & AMY
PEETS, KEVIN B. & DENISE A.
PEFFERS, WILLIAM F &
127-32& 33 / WF,AND RDL0TS3UXJS
127-12 /ANDRD LOTJBLDGS
4I4-07.6/CPWLOT6
106<W /HLD LOT 304BLDG
122-07/WHTy LOT28A3LDGS
I37-34/SBRNSRLOTBLDG
1 02-088 /WFJILS LOT S2 18BLDGS
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P & SERI K 1 15-50/MAUjSiRDlSLAND,BLDGS
PELLETIER, GERALD M 411-13/OARLOTBLDGS
PELLETIER, ROGER R & RENA C 115-56/WF5LE L0T413LDG
PEPPIN, NORMAN A & LIANE S 101-03&(M/HLSS109&S1103LDGS
PERKINS, MICHAEL A. & 420-12 /RT 9 LAND. BLDGS
PERKS. WAYNE & JOANNE 1 13-48 /CARR LOT 13C, SHED
PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE 1 13-50 /CARR LOT 14C BLDGS
PERRIN, ROBERT A 415-13 /ADAMSLWD
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
PERRON, ROBERT F & SUZANNE
PERROTTI, DAVID R. & MARY K
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PETERSON, ALFRED C
PFUNDSTEIN, GEORGE A
PHALON, ROBERT W & PHYLLIS
PHANEUF, ROGER K.
PHELAN, LINDA E & ALAN P
PHELPS, GEORGE L & FRANCES
PHELPS, JANETTE & TIMOTHY
PHELPS, TIMOTHY & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P & NORA







PHILLIPS, WILLIAM D &
PHINNEY, JOSEPH T & ANNA M
PICARD, JACQUES L. & JULIE E.
PIEHL, GEORGE W & EMILY
PIKE, RICHARD, SR.
PINCIARO, ANTHONY F. &
PINCIARO, ANTHONY F &
PINNEY, EDWARD & BEVERLY
PINNEY, EDWARD & BEVERLY
PISANI, JOSEPH J











POLLOCK, WILLIAM B. &
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY
POREMBA, EDWARD F &
PORTER, GEORGE L; REALTY,
PORTERFIELD, JOHN M.
POST, ALAN R & GEOFFREY W
POTHIER LEANDER S & AMY P
POTTER, PATTI A TRUSTEE
POWER HARRY R & BEVERLY A
PRACON, HELEN M
PRATT, BRADLEY C & BIUAN
PRATT, BRADLEY C. &
PRATT, BRADLEY C &
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
PRATT, BRADLEY C. & DENISE C.
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRIAN & SANDRA L
PRATT, CHARLES F
PRATT, CHARLES F & MARY M
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
PRESCOTT, GREGG S & GAIL A
PRESTON, GEORGE F
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE TRUST. BEATRICE
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
PRJCE TRUST, BEATRICE D
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
PRIEST NOMINEE TRUST,
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROHASK.A, CHARLES R &
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PURDON, GARETT E.
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PUTNAM, NATHAN & BARBARA
PUTNAM, PATRICIA E&
QUACKENBUSH, RICHARD &
QUEREUX, ALFRED E & EDITH
QUIMBY, JAMES C. & NANCY O.










READ, JON & ANNETTE
READ, WALTER & JOAN
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
REDFIELD, TEDD A.
REED, RAYMOND E
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
REEKSTIN, GERTRUDE R &
REGENSBURGER ALBERT F, JR





REVICKI, ALBERT P & DELORES
REYNOLDS, ALAN P.
REYNOLDS, CHARLES A &
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR





RICHMOND, CHARLES S. &
RICK, MARC D. & CAROLYN J.
RICK, MARC D & CAROLYN J
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIESENBERG, JEROME C &
RIESENBERG, JOHN J, JR &




RISPOLI, ROBERT & SHARON
RITCHIE, KENNETH & CAROLYN
RITCHIE, KENNETH H &
RITCHIE, KENNETH H &
RIVERS, HAROLD, JR
RIVERS, TIMOTHY M & MARY E
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L.
ROBERTS, EVAN M & TRACY A
ROBIDOUX FAMILY TRST %
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEAN M
ROBINSON, JAMES M. & NANCY
ROBINSON, JAMES M. & NANCY
ROCKWELL, EARL A & BARBARA
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROHR FAMILY TRUST
ROHR FAMILY TRUST
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DDWA L.
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DL\NA L.
RONCAIOLI, LINH B.
ROPIECKI, ALLEN W. &
ROSA, ANTONIO & RAFAELA
ROSEN, DANIEL D & ROYEA,
ROSEN, RICHARD S., WILLL«lM S.
ROSLEY, THOMAS E
ROSPLOCH, JOHN M & JOANNE
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
ROSS, DANIEL & WALLACE,
ROSS, PAMELA J.
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KERl;
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
1 1 -75 /WFJJLS LOT S543LDGS
419-12/CNTY ROLAND
1 34-32 /WFJ^T 1 23 LOT^UXiS
ROSS, WILLIAM F & KATHERINA 1 07-08/HLD LOT 209
ROWAN, MELVYN & ARLENE 418-I7/MLELOT9B7U1
ROWEHL, TIMOTHY E. & GRACE 125-I7/WF,WLKRRDLOT3LDG
ROWELL, ELIZABETH I37-17/WFJ^T9,GLLOT3LDG
ROY, GORDON P 1 26-09/WF,DBLOT,BLDGS
ROY, LEONARD 1 35-24 / RT 1 23 LOT
RUBINO, KAROLINA J & 118-32/HLDLOT43LDGS
RUGGIERO, JAMES 131-21 /MRDGHL0T43LDGS





RUMRJLL, FRANCES P &
RUMRILL, ROBERT R
RUSSELL, DARJIELL L
RYDER, DALE, WENDY &
RYDER, DALE, WENDY &
1 35-39& 40 /TFD LOTS L8AX9A3LDG
415-36/WF,CP LOT
423-02/CONANT PASTURE, (CE)
423-04 /BACKLD OFFNSR (CE)





RYLAND, LARRY B. & SAJIAH Y. 411-06/MSRLOT3LDGS
RYLANDER, WILLIAM & PATTl 10I-67/WF,HLSLOTS463LDG
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H C/O 1 10^/HLDLOT286A3UXiS
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H C/O 110-I0/HLDLOT285
SAITAS, ALEXANDER J & ANNE 119-11 /SLi LOT BI
SALESKl, EDMOND & VIRGINIA 135-09/RT 123 L0T3UX}S
SALESKJ, EDMUND J & VIRGINIA 135-10& 1 1 /RT 123LOTS3LDGS
SALESKl, EDMUND J & VIRGINIA 135-33 /WF,TFD LOT K4 (ROW)
SANDERS, HELEN W 105-10,25,26/WF,HLLOT3LDG
SANDERS, HELEN W 112-I0/WF,SNDRSTRKI3LDGS
SANDERS, HELEN W 1 1 3-67 /HL LOT,BLDG
SANDERS, JEAN A. 1 13-35 /WF,CARR LOT 103LDGS
SANDERS, JEAN A 1 13-36/WF,CARRLOTI I
SANDERS, SANDY E 112-04/WF,HIX)LOT3LDG
SANDERS, SANDY E. 1 1 2-05 /WF HLD LOT 324
SANTONOCETO, PHILIP, TRUST I01-26TO29/WF4USS6TOS93LDGS
SARCIONE, JOSEPH A & BONITA 127-07/AND RD L0T3UXiS
SARCIONE, SHANNON J. 132-10/IPLOT
SARCIONE, SHANNON & TARYN I26-34/OARLOT3UX;
SAWISKJ, P PAUL & MARY 101-68&69/HLSLOTSS47iS:S48
SAWYER, BRIAN V 110-35/HLDLOT62
SAWYER, DAVID A & KATHLEEN 101-1 I8T0 121 /HLS LOTS S3 11 TO S3 14




SCADDING, ROBERT J. &






SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE 12fr44/ZRLOT3LIX;
SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE 126-49/WF7RL0T3LDGS
SCHELLENS. EDWARD J & 115-21 /SLE LOT 17
SCHERER, WALTON S ESTATE & 115-51 /WFJJLDLOT 1 158
SCHILLEMAT, EDWARD R& 102-07& 08/HLS 10TS75576BLDG
CURU





SCOTT, JUDY & NATHAN, ALLEN
SEABURY, KENDALL MICHAEL
SEAMAN, ROBERT F &
SEAMAN, ROBERT F &
SEARS, RICHARD T & CHRISTINE
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G




SELINES, FELIX E & NATALIE B
SEMSEL, MARY E. ET AL
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K,
SEVEN TRUST, THE
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SHANK, C EDWARD &
SHARAFINSKI, DOUGLAS & LISA
SHATTUCK, FRANZ C.
SHEA, SHAWN C & SUSAN B
SHEPARD, SHARON E. &
SHIA, WEI LEE & MARY K
SIEGEL, JEFF R & EILEEN B
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J.









SMALL, JAMES C, JR & PATRICIA,
SMALLEY, JON M & GERALDINE
SMITH, CARL J & LINDA B
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J




SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
SOFIELD, DAVID R & LISA
SPADARO, ANTHONY &
SPAGNULO,ALMA&
SPAKOWSKl, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPENCER JR., RAYMOND M.
SPENCER, WILLIAM C.
SPORNY, MARCIA LYNN
SPRAGUE, PETER E. & STACY D.




STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STAN, GLENN A & LUCY
STAPLES, STEPHEN G
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD & SUSAN
STASIOWSKl, JOHN
STATCHEN, RICHARD N JR. &
STEELE, ROGER L & JANET M
STENERSEN, LESLIE R &
STENSON, KURT & KAREN
STENSON, KURT & KAREN




























TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # I DESCRIPTION
126-22/RT 123JOND ACCESS
1 26-23 / "FIRE STATION"
127-05 /'TOWN RECYCLING CTR"






129-09 /1 834 LOT
129-13 /"DAVIS LIBRARY"
13^06/OFRLOT3LDG
131-25.1 /RT 123 LAND
134-08& 09/TFD LOTS J7& J8
134-I0& 1I/TFDLOTSJ9&J10
134-12 /TFD LOT Jll
1 35-26 / "IPBOAT LANDING"
137-23 /BRKWF^ACKLOT
408-13.1 /LOT OFF QUEEN ST
408-29/OFFRT.123
410-05 /J FAUUO^iEREliM SCHOOL
414-23 /OFRLAND




STONE, FREDERICK G & MAUDE 101-82&83/WF,HLSS214,S21331T>G
STONE, JANE C. 1 37-44& 62 /WF,GLL0T3IiX}S
STONE, MICHAEL SEAN 108^5 /HLD LOT 283A^LDG
STONE, ROBERT I. & RITA G. 103-10.1 /WF,P/OHLSLOTS504,BLDGS
STONE, THEODORE J & KAROLA 117-10/HIDLOT33
STONOHA, PATRICIA 1 12-08 /HIX) LOT 327
STORY, BENTON H & 13I-06/BACKLAND
STORY, BENTON H & 131-13 /RT 123 LOTFND
STORY, BENTON H & 13I-16/WFJPACCESS
STRONG, KRIS A. 101-60/WFJILSLOTS403LDG
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S llfrOl /HLDL0T31
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDAS IIWC/HLDLOTSO
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S 116^8 /HIDLOT 25
A
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA S I17-09/H1DLOT323UX}S



























SULKOWSKI, DAVID & SANDI
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEW &
SULLIVAN, HAROLD J &
SULLIVAN, JOHN A. & ELYSE M.
SUPPLE, SHAWN




SWEET WATER TRUST % Sharon
SWETT, HERBERT & MARY
SWINGLE, PAUL C & BRYAN J
SYSYN, DAVID A














TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD




TAFTJAY L. & IRENE K.
TARANTINO, GINO &
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL






TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S &






TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
IOI-I5/HLSl£rrSI26
II 5-03 /HLD LOT 82
n5-04/HLDLOT81
1 02-57& 58 / WF,MER 4& 5A3LDGS
1 36-09 / WF,TFD LOT M4£LDGS
ll845&46/JLDLOri7
133-21 /WF.TFD LOT E4






1 02-028& 029 /HLS LOT S94JS953LDG
4I8-53/MU;L0TIIB5UI
102-53 /WFJ4LS LOT S71BLDG
1 22-32& 33 /WF, LOT27,283LDGS
412-06.1 , 062& 063 /OAR/RT 9 LAND
4 1 7-02,06,424-0 1 ,02,03,04 &05 /BACKLAND OFF
I13-31/CARRLOTI2B
113-32/CARRLOT I2A3LDGS
106«8/HLDLOr3l43UXJSTHOMAS, LINDA M. &
THOMAS, LINDA M & LAURETTE 11 1-09 /HLD LOT 223
THORNTON, ROLAND M & RUTH 131-01 /WFJDBLOTBLDGS
THURROTT, IRVING J &
TODD, RICHARD J
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H &
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H &





TOWNSEND TRUST, PATRICIA A. 119-26/WFJ1DLOT223LDG
TRACHY, EDWARD L. & CECILIA 134-38 /WF,TFDLTJ14J14A3LDGS
TRACHY, EDWARD L. & CELILIA 134-03 /TFD LOTS J2J3
139-20/CWLOT




135-48 /WF,TFD LOT L33LDG
I3549/BEACH(I/9INT)




129-1 1 /RT 123 LANDBLDGS










TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/0
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/0
TRTNCERI, ROBERT F & DENISE
TRUESDELL, MIRIAM C &
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,
TUKJANEN, DAVID R. & GAIL A.
TUKJANEN, DAVID R. & GAIL A
TURMAIL, JUDITH P
TURNER, KENNETH B,JR& JOAN 112-13/WF,HLDLOT329JBLDGS
TURNER, MICFL^EL L & SOLVEIG II8-59/HLDLOTI33LDG
TURNER, MICHAEL L&SOLVEIG 11&^/HLDL0TI2
TUTHILL, JOHN G; TRUSTEE OF 402-02 /LAND-STDDRDAVSHNGTN TL
TUTTLE, DORIS L I34-19/TFDLOTI5BLDG
TUTTLE, DORIS L I34-20/TFDLOT16.BIJDG
TUTTLE. DORIS L 134-25/WF,TFDLOri8A(ROW)
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
TUTTLE, DORIS L






VALE, lOSEPH B. & CHRISTY N.
VAN MALDEN, JOHN C & CAROL
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P &
VAN SCHAIJIK, JULES &
VAN SCHAIJIK, KATHLEEN A.
VAN WICKLER, RICHARD N.
VAUGHN, EDGAR L &
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR & HELEN
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR & HELEN
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE(I/2 INT.
VERHEY, HUBERT C &
VERHEY, JAN
VETOG, ELIZABETH A. & EDWIN
VEZEAU, ROBERT
VIGNEAU, CLARENCE W
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VOLBERG, ANGELA M
VOLBERG, PETER H
VON SNEIDERN, PETER &
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, JOAN A; ETALS
WALKER, KENNETH H & EDNA
WALLACE, EDWARD R. &
WALLACE, EDWARD R &
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M
WALLACE, RICHARD E &
WALLACE, RONALD A. &
WALLACE, WILLIAM K
WALLACE, WILLIAM K & LEO J
WALLWORK, CRAIG R
WALTHER, MARGARET JOANNE;
WALTON, ALLEN G. & MYRNA C.
WALTON, ALLEN G. & MYRNA C.
WARD, FRED & RUTH




WASHUTA, JOHN R & DIANE
WASLEY, RICHARD S. &
WATKINS, DONALD L & EILEEN
WATSON, JONATHAN A.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP It I DESCRIPTION
WATSON, JONATHAN A. 1I3-04/W&HIJOTI2
WATSON, JONATHAN A. IB-OS/W&HLOTIl
WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON 102-O61 &{)62/WFJ^LSS24532443LDG
WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON 102-1 14& I I5/HLSLOTSS2903291
WATSON, RICHARD E.
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WEAVER, DOROTHY E &
WEAVER, RICHARD D. &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA
1 1 -72 & 73 / WFJ^LS S5 1 ,S523LDGS
418-1 10 /MLE LOT 8B2U2
4 1 8- II 1 /MLE LOT 7B2U2JV1H
408-27 / RTE 123 L0T3LDG
408-20 / RT 1 23 LOT^UXiS
130-10/WF,OFRLar
130-1 1 & 12/WFX)BL0T3LDGS
414-07.7 /CPW LOT7BLDG
WEBER, MICHAEL A.( 1/2 INT. W/ 131-27/MRDGHLOT15BLDGS
WEBSTER, DONALD R & JANICE 106-1 1 /HLDL0T3I
I
WEGIEL, HENRY W & MARY S 114-01 /WFJ-IL LOT, BLDG
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKJNS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F. & HOPKJNS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F, & HOPKINS,
WELDON, LEONARD L. &












1 35-30& 3 1 /WF,TFD LOTS K6JC73LDG
105-20,21 &28/HL LOTS, BLDG
I05-29/CARRLOTI
106-19/WF,HLDLOT3LDGS




WESTON, WILLIAM T &
WETHERBEE, CALEB A &
WETMORE, GEORGIA T &
WHEELER, JOHN L
WHEELER, MATTHEW S &
WHELIHAN, AUSTIN R.B.
WHITCOMB, ROBERT ETAL












WHITE, REGINALD A JR& POLLY 125^/WF2RLOTBLDGS
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, RICHARD &







WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLL^MS, MARK & NINA
103-10 /WFJILS LOT S5043LDGS
405-011 1LAND OFFCHALETDRBLDGS
1 10-39& 40 /HLD LOT 58 &58A
129-I4.I /RT 123 LOT^UXJS
137-04 /WFJIT 9.GLL0T3LDGS
1 37-05 /WF.GLACCESS LOT
124-23 /WFUSU LOT 15BLDG
102-52 / WFJ1I.5 LOT S70BLDG
4 1 3-05 /OAR LAND,BLDG
137-14 /WF,GL ACCESSLOT
1 37- 1 5 / WF.GLACCESS LOT
422-02.1 1-A/RT9 LAND. BLDGS
423-16/SOUTHSTLOT
422-27 28& 29 /SOUTH ST LD, BLDGS
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
WILLIAMS, RODNEY A & DALE F
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & DALE
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & DALE
WILLIAMS, THURSTON V.
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &
WILSON, CRAIG F & SUSAN B
WILSON, DIANE P.
WILSON REVOC. TRUST, HENRY
WILSON REVOC. TRUST. HENRY





WIXON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LFNDA




WOLLAEGER, JOHN K. &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD REALTY TRUST
WOOD, RITA A
WOODBURY, JOHN H, III
WOODS, DONNA LEE & BETTY
WOODS, ROBERT P
WOODS, ROBERT P




WRIGHT, LAWRENCE B &
WRIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON,
WRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
WYMAN, MARTHA J & BAILEY
YANKOVICH, DON; TRUSTEE
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
YOCONO, THOMAS F, SR
YOUNG, CHRISTIE E.
YOUNG, KENNETH F. &
YOUNG, RUSSELL A
ZAFFINO, PETER S. & KIRSTEN E.
ZAFFINO, SAL & MARION
ZAFFINO, SALVATORE D.
ZAJAC, ROBERT
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP H I DESCRIPTION
ZAMPANO, ROBERT A & 424-14/ARKWDLjar6
ZELASNY, JOAN 13(W)2/RTI231X)T
ZELLER, ANNB. 126-16/RT 1231jOT
ZELLER, ANN B. 126-17/RT 123 Lai,BUXJS
ZIARNOWSKl, DAVID M & LINDA 424-08/ARKWDLOTI
I
ZINN, FREDERICK A 125-09/WFiHLLOT3LDGS
ZSCHAU, LEO F & ELIZABETH M 1 02-060 /WFJiLS LOT S2463LDGS
122
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
VALUATIONS AND TAXES
123
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) &
BARKER, GERALD B








COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE S
COTA, ARLINE
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
DARDANI, NOEL H.
DAVIS, JEFFERY A. & DAVIS,
DAVIS, JOHN R
DEANGELIS, EDSON R.
DESROSIERS, REED B. &
DIDONATO, JAMES A &
DORA, ALFRED M
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR & ANNE
DROUIN, CRAIG G.
HADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EMBREY, MARK & EMILY
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. &
ENZLER, MARIO & JULIE C/O J.
EWING, JAMES D & RUTH D
FITZPATRJCK, MARY E
FLANAGAN, HARRY G. Ill &




GALLUP, PATRICIA & MINARD,
GANLEY, MARY M
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GATES, FAITH B
GAY, LOIS W
GIANFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GLEBUS, MARYL
GOODELL, DUANE E JR ETAL
GRUBE, EMILE; ESTATE
GUIDA, PHYLLIS
HALTER, JOHN D & DIANE G
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HARMON, A VIRGINIA, TRUSTEE
HARPER, ANGELINE
HASTINGS, DAVID M. &
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN







HILL, LUCY B & HILL, ROGER M.
HILL, ROGER & CAROL






HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
JOHNSON. JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
KINGSBURY, ROBERT W.
LAFARGUE, FLORENCE W
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE
LANG, CHARLES O & DARRELLE
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG &
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G.
,
LAVIGNE, RANDOLPHE G. &
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M &
LIFRIERI, RITA A
LIFRIERI, RITA A
LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVIA M
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS






MINIE, DONALD E & MARY
MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
NELLIGAN, BRIAN & MARY
NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN




PATNODE TRUST, DOROTHY A.
PEETS, KEVIN B. & DENISE A.
PLAUT, MARY H.
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
PRATT REVOCABLE TRUST OF
RAFTER, ROSEMARY







ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L.
ROBERTS, EVAN M & TRACY A
ROBIDOUX FAMILY TRST %
ROPIECKJ, ALLEN W. &
ROWELL, ELIZABETH
SCADDING, ROBERT J &
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &




SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOWSKJ, GEORGE & JANE
SPRUCELAND LIMITED




TAYLOR TIMOTHY S &
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
TRAHAN, MICFL\EL J.
VAN SCHAIJIK, JULES &
WALTON, ALLEN G. & MYRNA C.
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WELDON, LEONARD L. &
WHEELER, JOHN L
WICHLAND, DAVID P &
WICHLAND, DAVID P&
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILSON REVOC. TRUST, HENRY
WILSON REVOC. TRUST, HENRY
WIXON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOLLAEGER, JOHN K. &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOODBURY, JOHN H, III
WOODS, ROBERT P
WOODS, ROBERT P
WRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
YOCONO, THOMAS F. JR & 423-03/BACKLWDOFFNSR
YOCONO, THOMAS F, SR I38-35/SPRCLDIjCIT43UX}S






CURRENT USE LAND VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
RAYMOND, STEPHEN A.
CLARK, DENNIS A. SR & CAROL
BECKLEY, JESSIE i, ETALS
LABROSSE, PEGGY A.
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A. &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
KINGSBURY, MARY K W, ETAL
RICHER, EVERETT
CLINE, MARGARET B.,
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
DARCY, JAMES T, JR & SUSAN A
DELUDE, RICHARD A.
WARD, FRED & RUTH B.
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E




FIONDELLA, PAUL & CHARLA B
FISH, JILL E
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
MEADOWSEND TIMBERLANDS
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
PHELPS, TIMOTHY & NORA
HOLDA, FELIX JOHN &
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GUIDA, ALEXANDER S, III
HANSON FAMILY TRUST 1/2
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING,
HARPER, MARK S & GLORIA
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
PERRTN, ROBERT A
WARD, FRED & RUTH
HEALY, DONALL % Visual Graphic
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.
HEALY, JANE F
WILLIAMS, MARK A. & NINA J.
PRATT, BRIAN & SANDRA L
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
RINEHIMER, WILLARD C. JR. &
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
KINGSBURY, MARY K
STYMEST, ARNOLD R. & MARY
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
WHITNEY, RICHARD &
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
407-01 &02/RTE 123 LAND
41OO6,09;415-I4;4I7-03 /CPR/RT 123 L\ND
420-1 1/RT 9 LAND
420-16.1 /ROBBLAND






























414-01 /DODGELD 1/2 INTWITH RONAIX)
4 1 7-05, 08& 09 /B0W1X)ERRD IX), BIDGS


















CURRENT USE LAND VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD








PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A &
PIEHL, GEORGE W & EMILY
READ, WALTER & JOAN
ANDORRA FOREST %






RUMRILL, FRANCES P &
SAWYERPFTVLLIS C &
SWEET WATER TRUST % Sharon
SHANK, C EDWARD &
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
STODDARD MAIN CO
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE D.
PRICE TRUST, BEATRICE
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,




WILLIAMS, MARK & NINA
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
TAYLOR BONNIE PRICE ETAL
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
AADALEN. RICHARD J &
PRATT, BRADLEY C. &
TAX MAP # I DESCRIPTION
414-7.4/CPWIj(jr4
404-04 /DOEXJE LAND
421-01 /GRAY LOT I
422-1 7 /BACKLAND OFF RT 9
422-21 /TAYLOR-GREEN LAND
409-01 /PROCrORl.AND(lQ INT)
422-08 /RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
422-18/BACKLANDOFF RT9
414-01 /DODGE LAND(l/2 INT) WITH HANSON
419^10/CNTYRDLAND£LDGS
41 1-01 /CPRAISTLANDJBLDGS
420-13.1 /RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
407-03 /BACKLOT
410-10/W/S KINGS ST lj\ND
41 1-03 / E/S KINGS STLAND3UXJS
422-07/OCRLAND, BLDGS
420-20& 25 /OKCRLAND
415-08 TO 1 1 /BACKLANDOFFOP
423-02/OONANT PASTURE, (CE)
4 1 5-03& 04 /BACKLAND OFF CPR
414-06.1 /CPRLAND3LDGS
104-1 1 &4O4-02/DODGEL\ND3LDGS
42 1 -26 /BBRLAND3LDG
105-43/WF,CARRLAND
404-01 /WILLIAMS FAMILY FOREST
405-05 /CHARLES PEIRCE RES^LDGS
419-032;06.1;07.1fl73/DANIELUPTON LAND
413-07&420-19.1,21, 2324/ROBB RES. LAND
41602/BACKLAND
1 334)1 23,4,5;1 34-44,45;l 36-1 23,4;
134-18/RT 123 LAND












Table DP-1. Profile of General Demographic Characteristics: 2000
Geographic Area: Stoddard town, Cheshire County, New Hampshire







5 to 9 years
1 to 14 years
1 5 to 19 years
20 to 24 years
25 to 34 years
35 to 44 years
45 to 54 years
55 to 59 years
60 to 64 years
65 to 74 years
75 to 84 years
85 years and over
Median age (years)
1 8 years and over
Male
Female
21 years and over
62 years and over






Black or African American













Other Pacific Islander ^
Some other race
Two or more races
Race alone or In combination with one
or more other races: ^
White
Black or African American
American Indian and Alaska Native
Asian




HISPANIC OR LATINO AND RACE
Total population




Other Hispanic or Latino








Own child under 18 years
Other relatives









With own children under 18 years
Married-couple family
With own children under 18 years
Female householder, no husband present. . .
.
With own children under 18 years
Nonfamily households
Householder living alone
Householder 65 years and over
Households with individuals under 18 years . . .







For seasonal, recreational, or
occasional use
Homeowner vacancy rate (percent)





Average household size of owner-occupied units
Average household size of renter-occupied units
number Petc«ni
475

